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'Riverside Says No Smoking-Anywhere 
by Cheryl Brown 
If Commissioners on the 
Riverside Environmental 
Protection Agency Commission 
have their way, residents and 
visitors in the city will be pro-
hibited from smoking anywhere 
even at outdoor sporting events 
(in reserved sections) .. 
Title 6 of the Riverside 
Municiple Code 6.24 relating to 
the regulation and prohibition of 
smoking has been revised by 
commissioners and the public 
will have an opportunity to com-
ment at the public hearing, 
Febuary 13, at 7:00 p.m. at the 
City Hall Council Chambers. 
The ordinance if passed will 
be the strongest in the nation. 
Commissioner Dr. E. 
Levister, said the issue surfaced 
"to review the present city ordi-
nance in light of current scientif-
ic knowledge as it relates to 
involuntary smoking and to 
respond to heightened public 
concern about the issue." 
Commission Chair Yvonne 
Neal, takes great pride in saying 
the proposed ordinance is cer-
tainly the most restrictive in the 
country. She said "our city has 
been on the forefront of enviro-
mental concerns. We are proud 
of it!" 
Hearing For The Most 
Restrictive Ordinance 
In America Planned 
The ordinance that also car-
ries penalties for business own-
ers who permit smoking as well 
as smokers who light up. 
Eleanore Palage, owner of 
Mario's, one of the area's most 
upscale resturants said, "It is an 
infringement on personal rights .. 
I don't like the idea of a blanket 
regulation." 
Her seniments were echoed 
by Shiela Banks, Director of 
Media Affairs, Phillip Morris, 
Inc. who said,"Any restrictions 
that severe is outragous, unfair, 
and unreasonable to an entire 
population of adult Americans. 
We agree non-smokers should 
not be around smokers if they 
don't want to. Accomodation 
makes sense for both groups." 
Neal's concern is twofold, are non-smokers and I don't 
first the employees who work in smoke but I don't think that a 
resturants and bars and secondly person should be indited (for 
the protecting the clients who smoking) ... The next thing you 
are non-smokers. She said sepa- know they will ban drinking 
rating people in rooms doesn't wine, and beer." 
work because, "the smoke The present city ordinance 
doesn't know it's not suppose to prohibits smoking in all office 
stay on one side of the room. It buildings. Neal said it is her 
travels to the non-smoking feeling that the proposed ordi-
side." nance will go forward in one 
Palage disagrees, she has a form or another. "Howeyer we 
specific area for smokers con- will modify it as necessary 
sisting of three tables in an area based on public input.," she 
totally separated from non- said. 
smokers. "Most of my clientel .--1-h-e-6- 5-t h--0-e-m_o_c_r_a_t_l c-
NOBCO Chair Guillory To Speak At Freedom Fund Dinner A ss em b I y District Committee elected 
officers for year 1991 : 
Webster J. Guillory, 
President, National 
Organization of Black County 
Officials, Inc. (NOBCO), and 
Manager Operations/Deputy 
Assessor, Orange County will 
be the speaker for the 
NAACp, Freedom Fund 
Dinner. 
Mr. Guillory started his 
public career with Orange 
County over fourteen (14) 
years ago. He has been 
President of NOBCO for six 
(6) years. NOBCO provides 
technical assistance in panen-
ership with private industry 
and the federal fovemment to 
county officials and a range of 
educational opportunities. Its 
major focus is minority eco-
nomic development. Guillory 
has a M.S. in Civil Structural 
Engineering ·and a B.S. in 
Areospace Engineering with 
training in Business/Contract 
Ron Daniels To Speak At RCC 
Ron Daniels, Executive Director of 1987 Rainbow Coalition and 
Deputy Campaign Manager for Jesse Jackson will be the gue~t 
speaker on February 6, at Riverside Community College from 12-2 
p.m. and at Cal State 6-8 p.m. in the Sycamore Room in the Lower 
Commons. Both events al\! sponsored by the African American stu-
dent organizations. 
Law, Projects Management, 
Personnel Administration, and 
Computer Information System 
Webster J. Guillory, President 
Sciences. He recently received 
the President's Award for 
Leadership from the National 
Conference of Mayors. 
The 41 st Annual Freedom 
Fund dinner will be held at 
the Riverside Convention 
Center at /Raincross Square, 
beginning at 6:45 p.m. on 
February 9, 1991. For ticket 
information call (714)686-
2227. The cost is $30 per per-
son. The event is open to the 
public. 
1991 Year of the Lifetime Reader 
An aray of speiakers from all over Southern California and the 
Inland Empire wiill come together in a day of panel discussions 
sponsored by the ]Literacy Program of the San Bernardino Library. 
S 'Ann Freeman is the Literacy Coordinator. 
The progam w·ill begin at 8 a.m. on February 8, 1991 at the 
Feldhym Library ~aster/ Mistress of Ceremonies will be Mr. David 
Cri pins of KCE'T who will also speak and Cheryl Brown, Co-
Fu' isht'!'r-, Black ·voice There will be a re:iding of excerpts from 
favorite stories by several Inland Empire notables .. 
The keynote aiddress will be given by Connie Martinson, of 
Connie Martinson Talks Books, KCET, New York, Chicago and Los 
Angeles. 
There will be p.assages read by acresss Beah Richards. 
Larry Simcoe, Committee 
Chair; Mary Montelon go, 
Vice Chair; Judith Russell-
Simcoe, Secretary; Clinton 
Davis, Treasurer; and Donna 
Burden, Executive Board 
Member. 
The 65th Democratic 
Assembly District 
Committee has iniated an 
Essay Contest for High 
School Seniors within the 
65th Assembly District. 
"What Democracy Means To 
Me" is the topic which par-
ticipants can express their 
ideas such as: the right to 
vote, freedom of speech, 
making choices, and the pan 
they will play in the demo-
cratic process as adults. 
The First African-African American Summit To Convene 
New York - During a press 
conference at the United Nations, 
the Reverend Dr. Leon H. 
Sullivan and several dignitaries 
including over 20 representatives 
of the African diplomatic corps 
announced that Cote d'Ivoire in 
West Africa is hosting the first 
African-African American 
Summit in Abidjan from April 9 
through April 12, 1991. A similar 
announcement was made in Cote 
d 'lvoire by His Excellency 
President Felix Houphouet-
Boigny and his Government. 
The historic Summit which is 
being convened and chaired by 
Reverend Sullivan will focus on 
the creation of a pragmatic and 
positive strategy to help deal 
with "the development of Africa, 
to create closer cooperation 
between Africans and African 
Americans and better American 
and African relationships for the 
suppon of Africa." The major 
emphasis will be on assistance 
for the development of Africa in 
education, health, food produc-
tion, jobs, industrialization and 
economic development; the 
strengthening of foreign policy 
and suppon for Africa. 
The Summit will be composed 
of African Heads of State, their 
cabinet ministers, ambassadors, 
business leaders, professionals 
and experts, as well as eminent 
African American leaders such 
as heads of major organizations, 
elected officials, professionals 
and others. Among the African 
Americans expected to partici-
pate are Dr. Benjamin Hooks, 
Reverend Joseph Lowery, Dr. 
Dorothy 1. Height, the 
Honorable William Gray Ill, and 
Reverend Jesse Jackson. The 
United States delegation will also 
include representatives of 
America's leading multinational 
corporations who will help lay 
the foundation for assisting with 
the industrialization of Africa 
I 
J 
His excellency President Felix Houphouet-Bolgny (left) and 
Reverend Dr. Leon Sullivan (Right) 
and with the economic needs and 
irowth of sub-Saharan African 
countries. 
It is significant to note that the 
Government of Cote d'Ivoire 
under the leadership of President 
Houphouet-Boigny has agreed to 
host this historic Summit. Under 
President Houphouet-Boigny's 
distinguished stewardship, Cote 
d'Ivoire has experienced 
unprecedented growth and stabil-
ity since independence in 1960. 
Through the genius and charisma 
of the Head of State, the ability 
of the ministers and the planning 
of strategists, this nation has 
become known as the "Ivoiran 
Miracle" because of its economic 
and social development. Even 
today, as it faces many chal-
lenges, the most able profession-
als have been recruited to assist 
the President in preparing the 
nation for the 21st century. 
Recently, President Houphouet-
Boigny and his people have 
received worldwide recognition 
for the construction in 
Yamoussoukro of Notre Dame de 
la Paix, the largest basilica in the 
world apan from St. Peter's in 
Rome. 
The convening of this high 
level assembly has gained the 
support of the leadership of sev-
eraf major international organiza-
tions such as the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP), 
Organization of African Unity 
(OAU), the Economic 
Community of West African 
States (ECOWAS) and the 
African Development Bank 
(ADB). The Summit is being 
held at a time when the concerns 
of Africa are being deempha-
sized while other parts of the 
globe such as Eastern Europe are 
receiving unprecedented atten-
tion. Reverend Sullivan feels that 
with the right tools Africans can 
successfully compete with people 
from all over the world. He said, 
"Africa is here to stay and 
Africans will not be left behind." 
The planners of this history 
making Summit are projecting 
that it will result in a Declaration 
of Principles and Actions that 
will include strategies for ongo-
ing cooperation, as well as ways 
to assist sub-Saharan African 
countries in becoming self-suffi-
cient and competitive. At the end 
of the Summit, Principles of 
Action will be issued and they 
will serve as a blueprint for the 
implementation of a pragmatic 
and positive approach to help 
solve some of the pressing issues 
in the areas of education, eco-
nomic development, agriculture, 
health and other vital concerns 
and needs. 
Because this is such an impor-
tant event in the history of the destination that one must see to 
world, special transportation and believe. Come and step into a 
accommodations are being made land filled with all the beauty, 
available to Americans who mystery, allure and excitement." 
would like to attend for a special For further information, interest-
fare of $1995. According to ed persons who wish to attend 
President Houphouet-Boigny, this Summit may call 1-800 835-
"Cote d'Ivoire is a unique travel 3530. 
Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Harvard_ Law School 
Professor To Speak At Cal State SB 
Derrick A. Bell, Jr., one of 
the country's leading 
constitutional scholars and the 
first black tenured professor at 
Harvard Law School, will 
discuss "Racism: A Prophecy 
for the Year 2000" on Tuesday, 
Feb. 5, at California State 
University, San Bernardino. 
Currently a Weld professor of 
law at Harvard, Bell is 
recognized for his use of law as 
an instrument to carve out social 
change and has been a civil 
rights lawyer since the 1960s. "I 
think having him on campus is a 
great privilege, especially with 
the new emphasis on multi-
culture and diversity in the 
country, n said Dr. Aubrey 
Bonnett, dean of the School of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Derrick A. Bell, Jr. 
at Cal State. Bell's most recent 
book, "And We Are Not Saved, 
n is an allegory on race, law and 
the U. S. Constitution, added 
Bonnett. 
Last year Bell took an unpaid 
leave of absence from Harvard 
in a personal protest he hopes 
will hasten the appointment of a 
minority woman as a tenured 
faculty member. Harvard law 
students also have brought legal 
action against the school. Today, 
Bell continues to teach a civil 
rights course at Harvard. 
Bell's free lecture begins at 
7:30 p.m. in the Cal State Upper 
Commons. His appearance is 
sponsored by the university's 
Intellectual Life and Visiting 
Scholars Committee, the 
Associated Students, Inc. and 
the School of Social and 
· Behavioral Sciences. For more 
information, call Cal State's 
School of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences office at (714) 8 80-
5500. 
Rosa Parks Named Grand Marshal 1991 
San Bernardino Parade This Saturday 
When Rosa Parks movement and changed 
refused to give up her seat America. She became a 
on a Montgomery, national hero. 
Alabama, bus in 1955, her Fired from her tailoring 
silent defiance spoke for a job, she moved to Detroit, 
·whole people. Michigan, where she was a 
Her arrest sparked a special assistant to 
,381-day bus boycott, which Congressman John 
·ignited the civil rights Conyers for 25 years. 
Parks will lead the 1991 
San Bernardino parade on 
Saturday at 10 a.m. on 
Baseline to Mt. Vernon and 
Mt. Vernon South to 7th. 
The public is invited to 
attend this community 
event. 
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The Worst Kind Of Uncle Tom 
"THE WORST KIND OF 
UNCLE TOM" 
"Come over here, you big 
black m-------- , and let me s--
your d- ," Martin Luther King 
said to his friend Rev. David 
Abernathy, according to Carl 
Rowan's new book, published a 
few days before the 1991 
national observance of MLK's 
birthday. 
Carl Rowan. the Black 
columnist and radio 
commentator. wonders aloud on 
page 306 about Abernathy's 
motive in writing about King's 
"weakness" for women: "Or. 
knowing precisely what was on 
the tapes made at the Willard 
Hotel in 1964. was Abernathy 
shielding himself against future 
revelations that the FBI had 
accused him of having a 
homosexual relationship with 
King?" When Rowan is not 
patting himself on the back. he 
never misses an opportunity in 
his 395-page boastful, self-
serving diatribe to repeat a 
variety of salacious rumors 
about King. while attempting to 
make it seem that his focus is 
the FBI's role in King's murder. 
Although Rowan quotes 
verbatim the mythical Willard 
Hotel tape on which King 
allegedly invited a man to have 
oral sex with him. He never says 
he actually heard the tape. 
A Washington Post writer 
asked Rowan: "Why put this in 
the book?" According to the 
Post, Rowan shot back: "... it is 
not my job to protect anybody. 
not least or even Martin Luther 
King." History certainly 
supports that statement. As a 
former head of the U. S. 
Information Agency, believed 
by many to have a definite 
propaganda and intelligence 
function, and a member of the 
National Security Council. the 
master spy agency, Rowan 
contacted President Lyndon 
Johnson's press secretary and 
offered his services in exposing 
King's links to a communist. 
according to author David 
Garrow ("The FBI and Martin 
Luther King"). George 
Christian, Johnson's press 
secretary, is quoted by Garrow 
as saying: "He (Rowan) wants 
to take out after King. because 
he thinks he has hurt the civil 
rights movement with his 
statements." Garrow added: 
"Rowan wasted little time in 
making up his mind. Writing in 
an April 14 column that 'King is 
listening most to one man who 
Tony Brown 
is clearly more interested in 
embarrassing the United States 
than in the plight of either the 
Negro or the war-weary people 
of Vietnam."' 
The following August. 
Rowan wrote an article in 
Reader's Digest. Garrow 's 
interpretation of that article is 
that Rowan said: " King was 
conceited, communist-
influenced and 'persona non 
grata' to Lyndon Johnson." 
Andrew Young dubbed 
Rowan as " the worst kind of 
sophisticated Uncle Tom" in the 
August 28, 1967 edition of The 
New York Times. 
Rowan's current self-
promotion as a friend of King's 
and a long-standing civil rights 
ally is as consistent as his 
campaigning for gun control 
while keeping an unregistered 
gun in his home, with which he 
shot a young man, earning him 
the dubious title of "Rambo 
Rowan." By his own admission, 
Rowan realizes, while failing to 
accept the irony of it all, that 
he'll be regarded as a 
"hypocrite" for the rest of his 
life. Many feel the same way 
about his civil rights claims and 
his facts . 
M. Stanton Evans in The 
Liberal Establishment calls 
Rowan a Johnson administration 
"hatchet man" and accused him 
of using "blanket charges he 
cannot sustain." Evans said that 
the Senate subcommittee 
investigating the matter in 
question called Rowan's 
allegation "factually incorrect" 
in its report. 
As a member of the 
administration that was 
destroying King's life with 
unsubstantiated rumors and a 
member of the intelligence inner 
circle that directed covert 
activities, what was Carl 
Rowan's role? Was he the 
innocent bystander he offers 
himself to be or did he 
consciously take an active role 
in the conspiracy to destroy 
King. The man he called 
"conceited and communist-
influenced?" 
Oddly, Rowan 's published 
braggadocio omits his Trilateral 
Commission membership. In 
1973, when Chase Manhattan 
Bank Chairman David 
Rockefeller founded the 
Trilateral Commission. Rowan 
became an early member and. 
perhaps. the only Black at the 
time. He joined a very small, 
hand-pfciced group, ' 'the ruHng 
classes" of North America, 
Europe and Japan. according to 
Trilateralism (South End Press, 
Boston). whose function was "to 
safeguard the interests of 
Western capitalism." 
Rockefeller himself conceded 
that the Trilateral Commission 
"is pictured as a nefarious 
plot ... " "To put it simply, 
, trilateralists are saying; the 
. people . government. and 
economies of all nations must 
serve the needs of multinational 
banks and corporations," wrote 
Holly Skylar. Rowan as the U. 
S. Information Agency director 
boasted about the public's "right 
not to know," according to one 
of the country's most 
distinguished journalists. I. F. 
Stone. in his book In A Time of 
Torment (Random House). 
The government propaganda 
campaign against King, using 
planted informers and rumors 
about his sex life, was notorious 
for its reliance on the public's 
"right not to know." But tl'!anks 
to Rowan 's airing all the dirt 
about King that was unfit to 
print for years. the public now 
knows what Rowan is. 
After having spent much of 
his life in positions promoting 
the foterests of elitist. powerful 
Whites, Rowan now wants to 
rewrite history and convince 
Blacks that he has been 
performing the simple function 
of gatekeeper for the civil rights 
movement all along. This 
charade is as preposterous as his 
jealously of MLK is obvious. in 
my opinion. 
Oh, I failed to mention the 
book 's name, so you could fail 
to buy it. It serves no useful 
purpose. 
TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL 
TV series can be seen on public 
television in Los Angeles, CA on 
Olannel 28 (KCET). Please consult 
1V listing oc~ stlia1 foc airtime. 
Statement By The _American Friends Service Committee On The Beginning 
Of War In The Gulf 
The outbreak of war in the 
Gulf represents a massive failure 
of governments, political leaders 
and international institutions. 
Aggression, ultimatums, dead-
lines, demands for oil, and 
• inflexibility became more sig-
nificant than human lives and 
the welfare of the human family. 
The overwhelming, US-led mili-
tarization of international efforts 
to secure Iraqi withdrawal from 
Kuwait took on a predictable 
: logic of its own and has pro-
: pelled the world community 
: inexorably into actions that bear 
: no relationship to original goals. 
The American Friends 
~ 
Service Committee believes 
deeply that war could have been 
averted, and we believe now that 
it must be stopped now, before 
more blood is shed. It must be 
ended before the imperatives of 
warfare become fully 
entrenched. 
Since August 2 our voice has 
been one among many in this 
country and around the world 
that have called for Iraqi with-
draw al from Kuwait and for 
international economic and 
diplomatic efforts to secure that 
end. Ours has been one of the 
growing number of voices call-
ing for restraint as President 
Bush has led this country on a 
relentless course toward the war 
that now flames in the Middle 
East and threatens to engulf ever 
more peoples and nations. 
In this dire circumstance, we 
find hope in the voices of people 
in this country and around the 
world that demand that the 
killing stop. The American 
Friends Service Committee is 
committed to educate, to orga-
nize and to advocate policLes 
toward this end. Our hope also 
is with those young people who, 
on grounds of conscience, will 
not participate in this war. This 
Quaker organization is commit-
ted to informing them of their 
rights and to supporting their 
resistance. As we seek an early 
end to the fighting, we also 
stand ready to provide humani-
tarian assistance to the war's 
civilian victims, wherever we 
can. As we focus on the imme-
diate effects of war, we are dis-
mayed once again at the devas-
tating impact of warfare on 
other issues that remain as 
unmet challenges to our own 
society and government. 
Political imagination is diverted 
from addressing the disgraceful 
fact of homelessness in our 
communities; from the growing 
economic disparities between 
rich and poor, Black and white, 
men and women; from the 
effects of an ever-worsening 
economy on the most vulnerable 
in our society. Believing that 
the peaceful world we yearn for 
must be based on foundations of 
justice, we are committed to sus-
tain and strengthen our efforts 
on these and other pressing 
issues of social, racial and eco-
nomic justice for our own soci-
ety. 
Our prayers are with all who 
are affected by this conflict: the 
people of Iraq, of Kuwait, of 
Israel, of Saudi Arabia, of Syria, 
of Jordan, the Palestinians and 
others in the region who will 
suffer most directly. Our 
prayers are with the men and 
women in the armies- of our 
own nation and of the other 
nations involved and with their 
parents and loved ones. For all 
of their sakes, we urge that the 
call fo r sanity in our political 
leadership and for an end to the 
killing be heeded. We call on all 
people of good will and from all 
religious traditions to choose life 
in this time of violence, and to 
demand of political leaders the 
courage to reverse their policies 
of death. 
!National Newspaper Publishers Association Stand On the Middle East Crisis 
•, 
.. 
.• 
\ 
.• 
"The highest tradition in 
journalism is service to the 
people ; se rvice by 
informing and by 
interpreting; service by 
giving voice to the goals, 
aspirations and needs of 
the people. Service by 
calling attention to 
injustices inflicted on the 
people and by demanding 
an end to these injustices. 
Service by rallying the 
indignation and the action 
of the people when the 
need arises." This 
.; r------- --------------- ----. 
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definition of the Black 
Press by W. 0. Walker 
defines our noble task. 
We live in dangerous 
times, but these are days 
of great opportunity, too. 
Despite the fact that 
Colin Powell, Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
and some other high 
level personalities in 
President Bush 's 
administration are Black, 
the Black masses have 
sons and daughters who 
comprise 32% of the U.S. 
armed forces deplo yed in 
Operation Desert Storm in 
Saudi Arabia, and 50% of 
these are in the frontline. 
The demand for peace 
continues to swell up 
from the Black ghettos 
with the cry, "Bring our 
children home." The 
Security Council vote of 
16 to 3 for a military 
action, setting the stage 
for declaration of war 
against Saddam Hussein of 
Iraq, sends a strong 
message to the Black 
Press , to be a powerful 
voice for reason and 
humanity. 
We acknowledge that 
President Bush was given 
a weak go-ahead by the 
House and the Senate to 
carry out the U.N. 
resolution calling for the 
use of force if Saddam 
refused to get out of 
Kuwait by January 15th. 
However, the whole 
world is watching with 
bated breath, hoping some 
miracle will still save all 
of us from a prolonged 
war whose grave potential 
is the total , unimaginable 
destruction of the world as 
we know it. We use our 
collective voice to call fo r a 
speedy end to war. 
Saddam 's crimes cannot 
be tolerated but , 
protracted time in Saudi 
Arabia is unwarrant. 
Since its birth in 1827, 
with the publishing of 
Freedom's Journal , the 
Black Press has fought 
for human rights and peace. 
The Black Press now calls 
upon President Bush and 
the United Nations to 
move to a speedy resolve 
in the Persian Gulf, 
and cease the missile to 
Riverside Black Summit 
The Riverside Area Black Summit, a coalition of African 
American community-based organizations and churches will 
meet on Saturday, February 9, 1991 from 8:30-11:00 a.m . at 
Riverside Faith Temple, 2355 Pennsylvania ave, Riverside. 
The focus of the meeting will be on coalition building to 
solve problems in our community, job/resume bank, and the 
Saturday Academy. 
For further information call (714) 682-2766 (Greater Riverside 
Urban League) or (714) 686-2227 (Riverside /Moreno Valley 
NAACP). Open to the public. 
missile confrontation 
which can spell only 
disaster for the world. 
We must neither condone 
aggression nor allow 
ourselves to be provoked 
into aggression. 
Let us do what is just 
and fair. We must keep · 
filled body bags to a 
minimum. We mu st 
eliminate the loss of 
equipment. 
We must put a halt to the 
escalating federal defici t 
and bring our troops home 
safely, Now and as our 
African Ameri can and 
minority soldiers return, let 
them come home with 
pride, having fought like 
first class citizens, having 
witnessed death as first 
class soldiers, to live as 
fi rst class ci tizens under 
the protection of the 
Civil Rights Act; 
necessitated by our 
inability to observe the 
Constitution and its 
guarantees under the law. 
~~rn~ 2..~.0(0 ,.or mo.re on Real Estate , 
Sieured Investments. 
.-,::,.-,:~.-:-:: .\,. . ••. ..·. 
also offer workshops · on the 
.. ;f o~eclosure process and its investment 
:/~eporturiities. ,: . 'f' .·· ·h, 
·.• ,:::';f~'i;;hlo.r#· . i.ci~ormatiorJ call 
@@rc,!lw <yHarris &,Associates 
,,'_'c'f1~) 7?,7-774~ 
, "! •. ·.,::.::=:: ':>: ' ' ~:. :· .:::--
.. 
Li estyles 
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Recognizing Child Sexual Abuse 
When children have been a 
victim of sexual abuse they may 
show it by acting out of charac-
ter, withdrawing and isolating 
him/herself, refusing to go with 
certain people, acting out sexual 
behavior, use run away, hurt oth-
ers, take drugs/alcohol or other 
self destructive behavior. 
If you suspect sexual abuse, it 
is very important to listen to the 
child very carefully and be espe-
cially attentive to the behavior 
the answers and have an "inter-
view." Allow the child to 
express the event using his or 
her own words. 
' 
After the child has explained 
the even t, it is very important 
not to further traumatize the 
child. You should reassure the 
child that it was good she/he 
told you. Tell the child that you 
believe her/him, even if it is dif-
ficult. Anger is a nonnal reac-
tion but can frighten the child if 
it is not made clear that the 
anger is directed at the alleged 
abuser. Be sure the child under-
stands that the anger i s n o t 
directed at her/ him . L et the 
child know that this incident is 
not her/his fault and tell the 
child you will do something to 
help. 
After your child has confided 
in you, you should immediately 
call the police or Child 
Protective Services. You should 
also contact a local social se r-
vice agency which prov ides 
counseling services fo r you, the 
child, and other family mem-
bers . You may call the San 
Bernardino Sexual Assault 
Service at (714) 883-8689 or 1-
800-222-RAPE for assistance. 
The agency is located at 1875 N 
"D" Street, San Bernardino and 
provides counseling services, 
operates a 24 hour hotline, and 
can give you referrals to thera-
pists in the San Be rnard ino 
County. 
Former Mayor Wilcox To Headline Volunteer Center. 
by: LENORE JACOBY and 
DONALD INLOES 
INLAND EMPIRE - There 
will be many new "points of 
light" in the Inland Empire dur-
ing 1991 and Former San 
CbyJ:fµest C. Levister, Jr., 
~M·tZF.A.C.P. ., . . 
,· l Bernardino Mayor Evlyn E . 
Wilcox will be the guiding light. 
A new Volunteer Center iS 
being organized, thanks to a 
grant from the National 
Volunteer Center in Arlington, 
Virginia. Wilcox has accepted 
the job of chairpe rson o f the 
organizing steering committee . 
According to an announcement 
this week by Woodrow D. 
McHarg, President/CEO of 
Family Service Agency and 
chairman of the loc al 
Arrowhead and Redlands Area 
United Way Executives 
Associa.tion, the National 
Volunteer Center has approved a 
grant of $20,000 to promote, 
strengthen and celebrate volun-
tee ri sm in San Berna rdino 
County," McHarg noted. " We 
are most fortunate that Fonner 
Mayor Wilcox is putting her 
energies behind this project as 
Smoke Gets in 
'Your Heart 
Dear Dr. Levister: I 
. have heart disease. 
When I am in a bar with 
smokers and then walk 
home I have chest pain. 
Is there a relationship? 
c.c. 
Dear C.C.: Fire, be it 
.from the ··· tip of a , 
cigarette, an automobile · 
engine, a gas stove or 
kerosene heater, gener- · 
ates carbon monoxide 
'.(CO). 
CO preferentially 
replaces o;,r;ygen and 
attaches firmly to 
hemoglobin, the red pig-
ment of blood; When 
50-80% of oxygen has been 
replaced the brain dies. If the 
rise to 30-50% is $low, flu 
symptoms occur. If the rise is 
rapid to high levels we devel- · 
op headaches, dizziness, con-
fusion and nausea. It takes 
five :hours for the hemoglobin 
, conc~ntration of CO to fall by . 
half breathing fresh air. 
· '' · The questio_n posed to ·· 
' resea_rchers was, "WiUfairly ' 
typical levels of carbon 
· monoxide as seen on our free- . 
:, iays and .smoke filled meet- .·•· 
> ing rooms' af{ect yqur heart?" >\ 
Sixty three non-smokers 
with proven coronary artery 
' disease which made them vul- -
nerable during exercise were ·• 
? evaluated. These •individuals ~· 
i' Vlere sensitive to reduced oxy- · 
genation of their hearts during 
exercise. 
i'.i,,}Tbey were exerc.i~d .}'/hile . 
1l£fe~!!JJng room . aitor air filleq,0 
·· with;<;arbon Jll'onoxide. · < 
. ; : ' Wlien carbon monoxide '.: 
§replaced 2% of their oxygen " 
: .tQeit.exercise ability was ~ea:,t 
1:$~!~,~ly<red,u c,~dtand • wi!11'. ~1t\ 
;;[Jl}ey ~ad chest pru,9 f:IDd ended.; 
Ftheir❖ • workout\;: soorie.r; · 
'.': lrtterestingly, the p~tient's age, '' 
i f!~f~!lt!~ 
dxy'i~en carrying 'capacity of'~ 
, the 'red blood cells is a leveF ; 
[J~~cfi¢d by a noi;i-smoker who/· 
i sp1eh &s time in 'a"room wi tti 
;·-cigarette smokers. This is a 
< leyel reached by waitresses in . 
· smoke filled bars or restau-
lr.:[afi,.ts and many others tha.t: 
•rwork 'in industry, factory set-
.. tings or offices. . 
The lesson to be learned 
'. and the answer to your ques-
kJion is ihatinvoluntary smok-
l" ing/im adversely impact on ' 
the heart function of individu- · 
als with underlying coronary 
:;:;iitery disease.· > . 
i{; I)r. Leviste r , welcomes 
~ifeadh mail concerning their 
[ body but regrets that he .is 
t, unable to answer,individual 
etters; Your letters wiU be i 
-·· ... - • ..... :•-·· ·ratedJll.tO:;:,tlle cob1mn-t:; 
Jee 'iemiit~i:ixou mif 1 
u-~ci your letfof s to Dr3J 
'e\ii$ter in care ' o f Voice ''.; 
~*S; :;_ ~. ' 0 Bpx. 1581 " 
· erside, tA ... 92502. ~,· 
\ st . . <'\A;;t,':'' . 
Medicare Consumer Workshops 
Do you know your medical 
Rights? Become a clever and 
articulate consumer by attending 
this special mini-series of 
MEdicare consumer workshops. 
This is · not a sales 
presentation. HICAP is funded 
by the California Department of 
Aging. HICAP is your consumer 
advocate 
Scherer Community Center 
12202 First Yucaipa, CA 92399 
Feb. 7 Medicare in the 90's, 
what's the real scoop? 
Get the latest about your 1991 
Medicare benefits? 
Feb. 14 Is an HMO the way 
to go? This day only 2:00 - 3:30 
p.m Feb. 21 
What are you getting when 
you join an HMO? 
Strikeback! - senior health 
insurance complaint workshop 
Don't get ripped off! Featuring 
the Chief Investigator from the 
California Department o f 
Insurance. Find out your rights 
in insurance matters. 
Feb. 28 Is nursing home 
insurance for you? Do you know 
what to look for in a policy to 
meet your needs? Is it the right 
investment? Time: 1 :00-2:30 
J?,m. 
Call senior citizen serv·ice 
797 -1177 for infonn ation 
Hi cap does not sell 
recommend or endorsee any 
insurance Policy, company, or 
healthplan. 
CAL STATE BLACK STUDENT UNION SPONSORS SELF 
AWARENESS WORKSHOP 
Shirley Simmons will conduct a self awarenss seminar Wed. Feb. 
6 at 3 p.m. in California State University, San Bernardino's Student 
Union Rooms A & B. 
This seminar will be ideal for those seeking new careers and 
interested in finding out their special interests and abilities. 
WOMEN AND SOCIAL SECURITY 
Women entering the Social Security system for the first time due 
to life-changing circumstances are often overwhelmed by its com-
plexities, says the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP). To help answer difficult questions about receiving Social 
Security benefits, AARP has published a free guide for women, The 
Social Security Book: What Every woman Absolutely Needs to 
Know. 
The 36-page booklet is designed to steer women through the 
maze of procedures involved in applying for Social Security bene-
fits, receiving benefits, and appealing a denial. The publication also 
explains how benefits are effected by marriage, divorce, death, wid-
owhood, disability, and retirement. 
For one free copy of the publication, readers may send a postcard 
to: Women and Social Security (D14117), AARP Fulfillment 
(EE0109), 1909 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20049. Allow six to 
eight weeks for delivery. AARP is the nation's largest organization 
of Americans 50 and older. 
Free & Low Cost Health 
Check Ups For Children 
Parents can protect their children and teens from unknown 
health problems by making sure they have a check-up on a regular 
basis. The San Bernardino County Depanment of Public Health is 
offering Child and Adolescent Health clinics by appointment only 
at: 
East San Bernardino Health Center 
340 N. Mt. View Ave. 
Bernardino, CA 92415 
February 1, 8, 13, 15, 20, and 
(714) 387-4868 (714) 387-4868 
Whitney Young Memorial Subcenter 
1755 Maple San Bernardino, CA 92411 
February 22, 1991 (714) 387-4868 
*No childrenover 6 at this clinic only. 
Muscoy Methodist Church* 
Blake and Macy Street San 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
February 11, 1991 25, 1991 
Complete physical examinations and immunizations are 
offered to all children as follows: 
Medi-Cal - birth to 21 years - free Low Income - birth to 18 
years - free Other - birth to 21 years - fee for service On 
February 20, 1991 physical examinations are available at a "Teen 
Clinic" at the East San Bernardino Health Center. Appointments 
may be made by calling (714) 387-4868. 
,l 
the chairperson of the Steering 
Committee to organize the new 
voluntee r center," he added 
Family Service Agency will 
serve as the lead agency to 
receive the grant and help orga-
nize the program. 
Initially the new Volunteer 
Center will be housed at Family 
Service Agenc y in San 
Bernardino. As soon as possi-
ble, the new organization will 
become a chartered not-for-prof-
it organization in its owh right, 
and will have its own Board of 
Directors. In notifying McH!lrg 
of the grant of stan-up money 
for the new center, Dennis J. 
Barnett of the Nat ional 
Volunteer Center offered 
" Congratulations on being 
selected as one of the communi-
ties to be awarded a grant under 
the Voluntee r Center 
Development Proj ect." This 
grant is one of 10 grants offered 
nationwide, and paid for by the 
Charles Stewart Mott 
Foundtion and the W.K. 
Kellog Foundation. 
Tasks to make the volunteer 
center a corporation will begin 
immediately. It is estimated 
the cente r will begin working 
d i rectly with v olunteers in 
March. For more information 
about the new program ·one may 
call (714) 886 6737. 
George Brown Names Science Committee Head 
1...uugressmau ueu rge r.. 
Brown, Jr. (D-CA) , Chairman of 
the House Science, Space, and 
Technology Committee, tod ay 
announced the appointment of 
Dr. R adfo rd Byerly, Jr., as 
Committee Executive Director. 
Brown also annou nced the 
appo intment o f Michael 
Rodemeyer as comm ittee 
Counsel, William A. Stiles, Jr. , 
as Legislative Director, and Pete 
Di disheim as Assistant Staff 
Director. 
"I am pleased to have Rad 
Byerly return to the Committee 
and to be able to work with him 
again," Brown said. "With the 
assistance of Dr. Byerly and the 
rest of the new management 
1eam, ·1 ·1ook forward to a rich 
and productive 102nd Congress. 
we nave mucn LU uu 111 me neJu 
two years , and the work will 
take the best efforts from me , 
the Committee Members, and 
the staff. 
Dr. Radfo rd Bye rly was 
previously the Director of the 
Center for Space and 
Geosciences Policy at the 
University of Colorado at 
Boulder, Colorado. 
Mr. Michael Rodemeyer was 
previously staff director and 
chief counsel of the House 
Science, Space, and Technology 
Subcommittee on Natural 
Resources, Agricultural 
Research, and Environment, 
having worked there from 1984 
to 1988 as Subcommittee 
counsel. Prior to his work for 
the Subcommittee. 
1v1r. w1mam J>.. F>KIPJ .:)UJes, 
Jr., was previously staff director 
of the House Ag ricul ture 
Subcommittee on Department 
. Operations, Research, and 
Foreign Agriculture. Mr. Stiles 
has worked fo r the House of 
Representatives since 1976, as a 
legislative assistant and 
administrat ive assistant for 
Congressm an Brown. 
Mr. Pete Didisheim was 
p reviously administrative 
assistant to Congressman 
Brown, having worked for Mr. 
Brown since 1985. Prior to that, 
Mr. Didisheim worked on anns 
control issues for the Union for 
Concerned Scientists. 
.. 
,, 
Resolution Trust Corporation 
Resolution Trust Corporation 
Encourages 
Minority/Women Businesses 
The regional and consolidated offices of the Resolution Trust 
Corporation (RT C) will offer bonus incentives for minority and 
women-owned businesses (MWOBs) who submit proposals in 
the major areas of: 
• Asset Management 
• Accounting Services 
• Information Systems 
• Procurement of Goods 
Subcontract opportunities are available through asset managers in: 
, 
• Property Management/Maintenance 
and Leasing 
• General Construction Subcontracting/ 
Construction Consulting 
• Architectural/Engineering Consulting 
• Property Tax Consulting 
• Commission Brokerage Services 
• Appraisal Services 
• Title Work 
• Financial Investigation Services 
• Marketing Signage/Printing 
Services 
• Surveying Services 
• Environmental Consulting 
• Real Estate Brokerage 
All interested MWOBs must register for consideration by calling 800-541-1782 or one 
of the R TC regional offices shown below. 
RTC Regional Offices: 
245 Peachtree Center, NW 
Suite 1100, Marquis I 
Atlanta , GA 30303 
(404) 225-5675 
1225 17th Street 
Suite 3200 
Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 291-5708 
1910 Pacific Street 
Suite 1600 
Dallas, TX 75201 
(214) 953~4446 
7400 West 110th Street 
Overland Park, KS 66210 
(913) 344-8100 
Business 
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Business Profile: ·Chuck McVay Orange Show Lincoln Mercury 
By Jean Denny 
Chuck McVay has been in the 
car business for 15 years and is 
not only a gifted salesman but is 
currently the general manager of 
Orange Show Lincoln-Mercury 
and Volkswagon dealers with 
offices in San Bernadino, 
Riverside, Colton and 
Redlands. 
do what I wanted to do." he 
said in a telephone interview. 
He started working in a car 
dealership as a lot man and 
convinced manager to let him 
sell cars. He soon became the 
·best in sales. "I think we' re all 
:gifted with selling." 
McVay worked for Center 
City Ford from January of 1979 
to October 1986. He then came 
to work for Bill Shack and ' 
Lenny Woods, the top Black 
owned car dealers in the nation. 
"They gave me my education in 
the auto business." 
said they sell, service, lease, rent 
cars. "We do everything from 
selling parts to service and 
repair of wrecked cars." Mc Vay 
said they have their own body 
shop and all kinds of car service 
is available. 
McVay, who formerly ran a 
dealership in San Diego was 
born and raised in Memphis, 
Tennessee and came to 
California in 1975. "There was 
not much opponunity there to 
At Orange Show Lincoln Chuck McVay 
Mercury Volkswagon McVay 
Being a Black owned and 
operated business, McVay said 
there is a high percentage of 
Black employed there (30 per-
cent) as well as a strong percent-
age of Black clientele. He's also 
interested in the African 
American Chamber and said he 
planned to attend the meetings. 
McVay is married and has a 
t DRffERS~DE,_.A;GENCY{t ,Califomia 92333, telephone (714) 
"#1,EClfl}Jf,.ES ASSOC/A- "' 8(>6-3437. Closing date for bids is 
"!'1O/V lfAMES l NEW February 19, 1991. 
'QJIFJCERS. · For additional infonnation, con: 
riiliThe new officers are: ' tact Gail van der Bie, forest recr~ 
'.Giace Slocu'm, president; ation officer at (714) 383-5588 . . 
SAN BERNARDINO TO 
AUDIT CABLE COMPANY , 
The Councilmembers of1h~ 
Fifth and Seventh Wards, Tom 
Minor and Norine Miller, ' today 
demanded an audit of Chamber 
Jean Williams, vice _presid- --
net; Craig Zumbdin, vice 
president; Darryl Buck, vice 
president; Jackie Calnek, 
vice president; Leslie 
Hoestien, treasurer; and 
Janet Young, secretary. 
' Cable TV. The City):Attoi-ney 
was asked to take the lead in per-
forming the audit. The Coun-
cilmembers, based on several com-
plaints from constituents in their 
respective Wards, are also placing 
the audit issue before the Legisla-
tive Review Committee. Com-
plaints have been reported 
regarding poor service, 'poor 
reception, improper billing proce-
dures and general irresponsibility 
in dealing with th-e public. 
'.,/The Association is an 
oiganization of the Execu-
tive Directors of over 35 
health and human service, -
not-forcprofit, community 
based agencies located in 
the .,,,Western• Riverside 
County' area. The agencies 
of the Executive Directors, 
serve ; µian'y · _· Riverside 
County?f~sidents, with a 
yari~ty ofprpgrams and ser-
yices; designed 'to improve 
the quality of life for indi-
viduals and families. 
A full examination of how the 
Company's gross receipts are 
reported has been requested. 
FOOTBALL COACHES 
SOUGHT AT TWO LOCAL 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Two of San Bernardino's com-
prehensive high schools, San Gor-
gonio and Cajon, · are seeking 
replacements for their football 
coaches who have.recently moved 
to new positions. . 
Both coaching jobs are full time 
teaching positions and any candi-
The Limeted Joins Towngate 
Mall Moreno Valley 
by: Larry Costello 
Homart Development Co. 
announced that The Limited, 
Inc. will bring eight of its retail 
stores to Moreno Valley Mall at 
TownGate. The 1.2 million-
square-foot, multi-level regional 
mall is under construction and 
scheduled to open in Riverside 
County, Calif. in the fall of 
1992. 
The Limited, Express, Lane 
Bryant, Lerner New York, 
Victoria's Secret, Structure, 
Victoria's Secret Bath and 
Limited. Too will occupy 
84,000 square feet on two levels 
and will open in Phase I of 
Moreno Valley Mall at 
TownGate. The design will 
allow shoppers to move freely 
from one store to another within 
one large structure. 
"The Limited, Inc. is excited 
to be part of Moreno Valley 
Mall at TownGate," said Buck 
Sappenfield, vice president of 
real estate, The Limited, Inc. 
"These stores will fill a retail 
need in this region where 
Moreno Valley Mall at 
TownGate will be the premier 
shopping destination." 
"The Limited supports the 
image we think Moreno Valley 
Mall at TownGate will hold as 
the fashion focus for the area," 
said Todd M. Russell , senior 
leasing representative for 
Homan. 
The mall will draw from a 
trade area of 500,000 shoppers. 
The Limited is part of 420,000 
square feet of mall gross 
leasable area (GLA) for the 140 
specialty retail stores planned 
for Phase I of the project. 
According to Rob Vogei, 
development director for 
Homart, The Limited will 
complement the four anchor 
department stores and will be a 
strong component in the diverse 
retail mix Moreno Valley Mall 
at TownGate will offer area 
residents. 
Site work is progressing for 
Moreno Valley Mall at 
TownGate at the intersection of 
Interstate 215 and the Moreno 
Valley Freeway (State Route 
60.) Sears, JCPenney, May Co. 
and The Broadway have 
committed to the mall, a joint 
venture of Homan Development 
Co. and Fritz Duda Company. 
The mall is part of the 590-acre, 
mixed-use TownGate project 
being developed by Fritz Duda 
Company. In addition to the 
regional mall, TownGate will 
include medical offices, a 
hospital, a school, more than 
2,000 residential units, a park 1 
and a town center complex. 
Homart Development Co. is 
the commercial development 
arm of the Coldwell Banker 
Real Estate Group, a member of 
the Sears Financial Network. 
Founded by Sears, Roebuck and 
Co. in 1959, Homart has grown 
to be a leader in the commercial 
real estate industry with more 
than 75 million square feet of, 
space to its credit nationwide. 
Fritz Duda Company is an 
investment building and 
development firm active in 
Southern California for more 
than 15 years. The firm 
specializes in the development 
of mixed-use planned 
communities and retail 
commercial development. 
daughter. He said he's been very 
active in the community and 
likes working with the youth . 
His message to them is to focus 
on things they like to do. And 
he stresses, "Don't give up. If 
you do something long enough 
and over and over again you '11 
get what you want." 
In looking to the future 
McVay said he would someday 
like to own his own dealership. 
"Wherever the opportunity aris-
es I will go." 
He admits it wasn't easy 
achieving all of his accomplish-
ments:. "My stick-to-it-ness h~s 
·Ro dney K. 
Ro berson a Black 
0 07 
Rodney K. Roberson 
Rodney K. Roberson will 
be providing bodyguard ser-
vice for the celebrities 
attending the 1991 Black 
History parade in San 
Bernardino CA on February 
2. 
Roberson who has been 
protecting people for the last 
nine years is an graduate of 
Richard Kobete (bodyguard 
academy) in Berryville 
Virginia. 
Roberson is also a mem-
ber of the nine lives - elite 
bodyguard associations. He 
is credited for protecting 
over 40 celebrities, 100 
events, motion movie credits 
for Nightmare on Elm 
Street, Black Rain, Running 
Man, Terminator II, 
Oldsmobile tv commercial, 
TV sitcom Growing Pains, 
music video for Babyface 
(plus) will represent the 
entertainment business as an 
bodyguard /actor/ business 
agent. 
helped to bring it all together." 
Orange Show Lincoln is 
located at 1600 Camino Real in 
San Bernadina, CA. 92408. For 
more information call (71 4 ) 
889-3514 or try the other office 
at (714) 824-0270. 
Profit From Fixing 
Up Ugly Duckling 
Houses 
Most home buyers 
want to purchase a 
house in perfect 
condition.:. To do so, 
you will pay top dollar. 
But buyers o f junker 
property aim to convert 
their houses into these 
"Red Ribbon" deals by 
turning their ugly 
duckings into beautiful 
swans. 
The most profitable 
deficiency in junker or 
fixer property is 
peeling paint. Most 
prospective home 
buyers are turned off 
by a house that needs 
exterior or interior 
paint. But I rejoice 
because paint is the 
cheapest and most 
profitable 
improvement. 
Look for valuable 
deficiencies, include 
need for landscaping, 
minor repairs, cleaning 
and new carpeting. 
These improvements 
usually raise the value 
of the home. much more 
than their cost. Your aim 
should be to raise the 
home's market value. 
However, some 
improvements are necessary 
but will add little, if any 
value to the house. 
Examples of such 
Riverside IRS Open For Assistance unprofitable improvements include foundation repairs, termite damage, new roof, 
new furnace, J?.ew plumbing 
and new wiring. Be sure to 
consider these essential 
costs in your fix-up cost 
estimates. Comment and 
letter can be to me. P.O. 
Box 1099, Rialto, CA 
92377 or call (714)872-
8507, Larry Hines. 
Free tax forms and expen tax 
assistance are now available at 
the Internal Revenue Service 
office in Riverside. The walk-in 
counter is open from Monday 
through Friday to serve 
taxpayers in Riverside and San 
Bernardino Counties," said 
Sheryl Greer, District Director's 
Representative for the IRS. 
"During the upcoming filing 
season, technicians are on hand 
to assist taxpayers in both 
English and Spanish from 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m." 
The IRS office is at 1040 
Iowa Street in Riverside. 
Taxpayers may receive account 
infonnation, pick up forms, and 
inquire about Volunteer Income 
Tax Assistance (VITA) or Tax 
Counseling for the Elderly 
(TCE) sites in the area. In 
addition to the help available at 
the walk-in counter, VITA and 
TCE volunteers are located 
throughout the community to 
answer questions and prepare 
ISBA Business Seminars · ' 
~1:~·tllif i:ttil~tlru~ti!1 
:9:00\ ._ . . ... : 1014:0_9 'P.M:J ,at .. the ;:LBusmess ·Devel<>pment.D1vts10.n;;.o 
i i '.d.esigriaj,Jof pfovide:mformation ! concern111g ·basic , manag'e,meriJ 
iiillii~r,, " :!i~~;j;;; 
/· ''"sira\joo:r~•~u.~!1:?~l,il11~I•··\' 
New Trends 
Beaty Salon 
Tued of the Same old Look? 
Need a Change? 
Call 714-883-7606 
Ask for Ellen 
1090 W.Highland Ave Suite 3, 
San Bernardino CA 
returns for low-income, elderly, 
disabled, and non-English 
speaking individuals. 
To obtain information about 
these free services, taxpayers 
should call 1-800-829-1040. 
Forms and publications can be 
picked up at the IRS office and 
at many locations throughout the 
community such as post offices 
and libraries. You may order 
forms by calling the toll free 
forms order number at 1-800-
829-3676. All other tax 
questions can be answered by 
calling the IRS at 1-800-829-
1040. 
. -·-:...\;ns.111:t([~~It 
Continued on Page B-3 
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The Power Team 
"Just In Time" 
Salon Professionals That Deliver The Styles You Want 
First Row L to R Second Row L to R 
N.aa Sizmal4 I!1Jlml. l!lJUDL ~ H1JnK 
Blanche Stylist 682-8334 Dorothy Stylist 682-8744 
Janice Braids 682-8334 Forrest Barber 682-8334 
Jaclde Weaves 682-8334 Sabrina Barber 682-8334 
Yvonne Stylist 682-8334 Terry Stylist 682-8334 
Tracy Stylist 682-8334 Loan Nail Tech 682-8334 
If your Hair is not bt:coming to you . .. Then you should bt: coming to us 
We offer complete Beau ty, Barber and Nail Care Service 
4158 14 th Street, Riverside, CA 682-8334 
Next to Del Taco on 14th Street Near Brockton Ave 
• Business Directory 
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EBONY 
CREST SALON 
Mickey 
N AIL TECHNIC IAN 
7028 M AGNOLIA A VE . R IVER SIDE , C A 92506 
( 714) 686- 12 90 
Tune in to: 
HEART TO HEART 
With Roslyn Turner-Clark MFCC 
Saturdays' 12:00-12:30 p.m on KPRO-1570 a.m. 
featuring Heart to Heart talk on: 
•Parenting •Relationship building 
*Emotional stress *Compulsive behavior 
•Marital issues •co-dependency 
*Becoming emotionally healthy in the 90's 
Sponsored by Creative Counseling Ministries 
Ministering God's Hope and Healing to hurting 
people (714) 683-8484 
Teer (714)683-5339 
One 
Properties 
If you are Renting ... 
You are buying a house for somebody. 
Why not buy a home for yourself. 
MIKE TEER, BROKER 
Notary Public 
_(714) &84·0484 M · F 9:00 to 6:00 
Sat. 9 · 3-00 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG · LUGGI\GE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
52 25 Canyon Crest Or. No.79 
SAM LEE Hiverside. CA 9250 7 
Z)~'N/4 
~&~.t~e~ 
,~ /()~~ 
?H~()~~ 
~-~ Swudt, ~ ~ 4/U: 
•A'P~S~1JtdkAtSt.H 
. ~ 
-~~ 
•~u/d.~tH 
•'l~OB(t.,vr,e 
~ 70cW/ ~ 4# ~ a: 
KF7-6457 
7'4 ~-I,..-'-"- JIU (4 tUjietf,/tf,..e M 
Ullf"!~H#tl,h(c,cu.,ltfM f (}'B~- Ult# 
el,e ~ --'4- -1 fll.. u,t;eet.•t ~ -
~~~t;Bf!-
ISOS 1A.t 174' S.... 5-- OR 
S- s..-c'I.. &/ ,1411 
Bertha's Beauty 
Salon & Boutique 
Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique 
$10 off Wave Nouveau &_Lustra Curls 
$5 off Wonder curl & Permanent Relaxers 
MEN - W'OMEN - · cmLDREN 
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside 
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa 
682-1338 
Otis L. Jones 
Attorney at Law 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(714) 888-5579 
Marcille's Hair Design 
5922 Magnolia, Rivl.rside 684-2710 
We Offer: 
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & 
curl 
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes, 
Weaves & Braids 
Call For An Appointment: 
684-2710 
Ceon Jones & Deborah Weathers 
Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc. 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr .. Ste. 79. 
Riverside. CA 9 2507 (In Towne Ctr.) 
(714) 788-6730 (714) 824-2060 
24 Hr. Mobile For All 
Your Locksmith Needs 
Gary & Kim Jordan 
Bonded 
Safes, Dead Bolts. Lockouts 
Opened or Installed 
St . Lie. No. 5 25853 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
(714) 683-1777 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
ffair 
(Formal Wear) 
Rentals & 
Sales 
• Evening & 
Wedding Gowns 
• Party & 
Prom Dresses 
• Furs & AcceHorles 
Wedding Coordinating 
For AppC1ciltment 
Tuxedos available also 
Call (714) 425-1621 
Apainle~S •, pennanen! hair removal method 
·, Ask for UAHA . · . 
i]i!~ f,p}t~?Bl~~t6men1; 
~~,)!:' ,, . . :.,: .. ::,;, ... ,:,: -:c- ::\': ::.-.: · :: .·;:: ,,..,. ;-:-,,, • .,,_ . • -:-x;:h: ;- .. -. , , ;:;_: 
Telephone (714) 881 -1683 
<'~t;. <Wom a.n to <Wo man 
~ ~~ O bstetrics and Gynecology 
.:).\ 10" Medical Group 
:B.tty cSt, ... " '1).. ... c.. .M. 'D. 
~II of Amonc:an Boa,d 
Of Obstetrics and Gi,,,ec:~ 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
Sat & Eve Availab1e 
!].,., 'Do.£.y-!X...cr., .M. 'D. 
D,planare of Amonc:an Board 
Of Obstetrics and Gynecc,lom, 
249E. H~ 
San Bomardm, CA 92404 
'T!'l~ •E .. --C-AL- V-iN ... HOBBS IKI.W OWNER : 
M~TEaS ~ ' 
23741 G SUNNYMEAD BL V(). 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
714/ 242--3414 
Ebcnitresl 8eai.cl.t Scion 
"'8Mogida."--da 
(714)616,1--(714) .. at 
m~ see- z,.,.r,et. 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 683-1777 
Balance 
the 
Scales ol Justice 
Wida 
Raymond E. Herndon 
Attorney at Law 
Lega l Repre se n t a t i on for 
• Family L aw 
• P erso nal In jur y 
• C rim i nal De f ense 
• Worker s C ompensation 
3 58 5 M ain S treet, S u ite 20 :Z · 
Riv ersid e, California 9250 1 
(714) 781- 0507 
Boutique 
Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices 
~ Are you worried "lt. 
about the Tap water you Drink?~ 
Why pay a $1.00 or more when 
National_ Safety Associates 
Provides Quality drinking H20 
For only 3¢ a gallon 
(714) 656-2851 
Business Opportunities - Salespeople Needed .. 
u\ ~ee QaQQefly . 
Specializing_ in African-American Art 
P.O. Box 70163 
Riverside, Calif 
92513-0163 
By A.ppointmmt Only 
(714) 686-8398 
Alicia & Howard Lee 
Directors 
I 
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL 
Vt~ IT 
1535 UNIVERSITY AVE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507 
(714) 684-2467 
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP 
SHEILA STOKES, HAIR STYLIST 
Specializing in Black Hair Care 
Appointments & Walk-ins 
Gogi's Beauty Salon 
139 West Foothill Blvd. Salon (714)875-1581 
Rialto, CA 92376 Home (714 ) 864-4769 
Mina's Fashions 
International Ladies Clothing 
& Assessories 
See the Latest in 
New York Fashions 
Coming soon: 
African Attire - Kente Cloth 
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714)689-3232 
Winifred "Winnie" Scott, C.P.A. 
Certified Public Accountant 
Petite Tall and Large Sizes 957 N. Arrowhead Ave. (714) 421-0464 
*Better Brand Names Rialto, CA 92376 
Liz Claiborne 
Calvin Klein Sport 
Comme Classic 
Carole Little 
Ellen Tracey 
Christian deCastelnau 
Anne Klein 
Wild Rase 
Sybil 
Miss Ashlee 
Charter Club 
BISWoman 
Just to name a few ! 
Main & Carter Business Center 
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250 
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667 
Evelyn *Lena "'Y vonne*Dorena ready to serve you! 
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 All-5:30 PK 
923-3418 
• Corporate Accounts • Weddings 
• Special Evenls • Airport Slw 111e • Proms 
• Swee! "16" Presentations • Body Guard & RN's Available 
Religio.n 
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Gospel Group AIDS Fundraiser 
"Victory " is an outreach gospel 
music ministry team focusing on 
AIDS in the African American 
community within the Inland 
Empire. They have chosen, during 
the past year, to make be actively 
involved and utilize their talents 
to serve "the least of His little 
ones.". 
"Victory has been singing 
together for one year (January 25, 
1990) and God has 
"commissioned us to do His will 
and educate His people. "They 
have participated in the Inland 
AIDS Project/ NAACP Street 
Team since April 1990 and have. 
assisted in the educating of more 
than 1,800 people one on one. 
Currently 21.4% of those 
infected in the Inland Empire are 
African American. That number 
is expected to rise significantly in 
the coming years. It is necessary 
to educate the community on Johm P. Kee 
prevention. "Victory " and friends will host a 
r ALEX HALEY TO volunteer service; and an opponu-
SPEAK AT ._ .. LOMA nity to gain $5,000 in scholarship 
LINDA UNIVERSITY. . awards. . 
· Alex.Jiiµey, :renowned ..... The event will culminate in a · 
African American literary gala Debutante Ball to be held in 
writer, will speak at Loma October, 1991 at which the Debu-
Linda's Black Alumni's tames shall be presented, display 
Annual Scholarship Ban- their talents and be awarded for 
quet Saturday February 23 their achievements. 
at 7 p.m. -at Riverside's , For additional information 
Raincross Square Conven~ please call the SO-ISE office at 
lion Center. (714) 874-4422. Deadline for 
· The Afro-American entry applications is Sunday, 
Chamber Music Society March 31,1991!!! 
and Vereen Dance Ensem-
ble will p¢~orm. , SON-RISE YOUTH MIN-
. · Early tickets can be JSTRIES PRESENTS A MUS/-
purchased for $70 and $75 "CAL EXTRAVAGANZA! 
for late tickets. Make •. Saturday, February 2nd at 7.00 
reservations at the Student p.m. The musical will be held at 
Affairs offtee at (714)824- St. John Baptist Church, 2433 
4510. 10th Street in Riverside (784-
0000). 
ALPHA1S TO HOLD The musical is a kick-off to 
MONTHLY MEETING promote the Debutantes for Christ 
Mu Xi Lambda Chapter ball and shall feature the talents of 
of Alpha Phi Alpha Frater- several local church choirs, 
nity, Inc., will hold its soloists and groups. Admission is 
monthly meeting Sunday free. 
at Pacific Savings Bank, Come fellowship with us for a 
201 E. Baseline in Rialto weekend at Perris Fifth Street 
at 6 p.m. . •·· . .Seventh Day Adventist. Sabbath 
Interest.ed Alpha Phi ' School starts at 9 a.m. and is led 
Alpha members are ,· by Pastor William Shirley, and our 
requested invited to Divine Worship Service starts at 
attend. For additional 11 a.m. and is led by Pastor 
information please can Norman Sriipes. 
(714)820-0174 or ,. "Reaching To Reach Out" is 
(714)875-2758. the theme for the 43 Anniversary 
Celebration of our church. The 
"THE MAGIC OF -Celebration begins Friday, 
CHAGALL" TOPIC Of February 8th and extends through 
PUBUC UCTURE February 10th, 1991. On Friday 
Congregation Emanu the· 8th Friday Night Vespers will 
El of San Bernardino be held at 6 p.m. headed by Elder 
invites all to attend the Linton Manier. Saturday night a 
Sixth Annual Rabbi Nor- .. concert will be held at ,7 p.m. 
.man F. Fel<ll1eym Memori- featuring: T. Marshall Kelley, and 
abLecture, on '.fhursday,; f to conclude' our celebration a 
February 14th.at '7:30 prri i: Sunday morning brunch will be 
in tem;,le's\(;ohn Halt < held at ll am, brunch .will be 
S]leila B!"Braufman; art / headed be Elder Earl Canson. · 
historian; jVill give an ,~: The deadline to reserve, a spot 
;il1us~ted !~ oo;f~ .;\ti\f or Sunday's'.: )?runch is.Jhe;, ~rd OX: 
•~ff;@,)\1%~~i;!~j·~~~!1i~~~~:~:;;K~~;~~~~:~~l ~l~) ' 
, wotk of Marc Chagall, acclaimed)i,943-5601 or .Cheri WiJson: ·{(714) 
1aston,:e,:,?£ the grea¾,artis~;of ~e\ ,272~S9~ ........ ,, .. :.: ... :tt"XA>., 
t t th l d I . . ... .,;, ·i/ .\ tt/-;::.,:;::~,:t ...  ,t .V.:~A ~e .. ·.cen ury,,_an spec1a_ \(V"•·:: i·Al\,,,.<: ': + ...  7 ·• l•.,.,. 
f:atteriti911 WiU,be}giv.'enJo Cha-Jc FOUR, AGENCIES TO.:.HOLI! .. 
1gall'.if flifued Jerusalem Windows·1j]CO-OPERATiVEYARD SALE ':'; 
based on the''accoun,t iri Genesis + · · Four agencies ; provi,iing 
ofJacob's blessing of his twelve ,. services to Riverside County 
.soris. The windows are housed in , residents will .hold a Co-Operative 
the synagogue ofthe Hadassah; Yard Sale February 8 and % :The 
:M~i~al Center iJ!;Ie111salem. Tl}e'; sale,' to be held at th.e' Bob~y 
Rabbi" Norman'\FJ Feldheyrn'L Bonds . . Center (corner ' : Of 
Me.morial Lectureship 'Yas creat- · ·. Un iversjty ·. and Kansas in 
ed by funds coritributed at the Riverside) is sponsored by the 
time of the death of Feldhym : Epilepsy Socie ty, Riverside 
1,9§5. He ~'.?s a leact,,er of the ~~ < Hospice~ . . · . •. Sickle .. Cell 
'J k ~,9~rgi~() Jew.Jsh'-and general/ Organization; and the Rive_rside 
comrnunityfor manyyears. , · · , Area Rape Crisis Center: Sale 
' ·Toe lecture-is open to the,pub- hours will be 9 AM to 2 PM both 
lie and there is no,charge. . _ days. · 
.. ; · "' ' · . •. This co-operative effon is the 
'r>t,i,/'DEIJUTAJjJES FOR, first of its kind and is designed to · 
CHRISr't ; · ·. n,,: ;, , · ' { • · help raise funds for the agencies 
>~on:Rise Y~iith Ministries pre! involved. "Each of us is effected 
'Seri~~ ,"Debutarites for Christ" . , by the current recession," said 
Jhis evenris dedicated to pre$ent- · Jacki Calnek, Executive Director 
(ing Christian Young Ladies and . of the Rape Crisis Center. ' '.As .a 
i,l{roi11oting i th.~ti:.;y:-,a:,cad~rnic '? result, it is part.icularly,.important . 
:;,tlch1e,~~ment, s~1al mvo.lvement ·· tha! we explore every avenue to 
and. ~rsonal ennchment through ...  raise the ·money needed to 
f~¢k_rl<>~ ledging Jesu~ Christ as A Continue to provide help to'' ihe 
\ ~ r~ :of 1;JlI ~ iDebu~~ Ban:;0,people of Ri.ve~,side:, 'Y."~~also , 
'.91!L ~~ ' µiany?pporturu~es,Jor{f?believe it is '1mportantt g\work , 
fttiefi~g !adi~s ;~~\pwmd emp~~Iitogeth_er . ~,heneve, 'pdssl~I,eS: 
' fcf)i.µ:ches by offelJJlg fellowShlP)<_Donat1ons for the sale can be, 
f:Widr inot;v~ted;tgoal-oriented, . made to any of the four agencies, 
cbdstian' ·peers;,r\ comrnunity\ all located .in the Bob~y ::onds 
;~J~lt'~~~t~';~,tts!,? ,h<>nfS or:: .:center. '\ ;. oi)i . " i . ., " "'<;i.:~ •. .. · . 
Rev. WIii Sawyer 
' ~it ' Dr,. R.ef!~~r':z'J0 
'IS IT OKAY TO 
HAVE A SURRO-
GATE MOTHER? ., 
,,; .. Ji~i;~;;~~!tl~-~;;·~ 
Pastor Woods, Isit okay 
to pave a surrogate . 
mother for my-husband · 
since he wants another 
child and I haven'tbe~n 
able to get pregnant? l 
have tried but l had a 
miscarri age and he is 
getting very impatient. 
be n e f i t mus i ca I en tit I ed "And Prcxre:ls will go to tre NAACP Street ~ooary Baptist Chm:h emir urrler 
From These Roots " at the 'learn arxl tte A-Team Minisay. For tredireaknofGregKelly,arrlOJ.µiof 
Universalist Unitarian Omrch, 3657 fi.nth!r infonnatioo CXXlla1 fuul. Burtm I"T.lredoin.nrl:rtredireamofUmld 
Lemon Street, Riverside, California (714) Tl6 - 9125. Sim.al gte;t foc ire ~ 'Ire c:anmunity is invited to jJin 
92501 oo Tubruary 9, lg)l at 7:~ pm evening will be New Jerusalem ''Viaay"in~ 
·· Anonymous 
ANSWER: There 
are several factors to 
consider here : 1) Both 
of you need to come 
together in united 
p rayer and ash Gqd for 
the des ire of another 
child if that' s what you 
want. Hannah prayed 
for a child and the Lord 
blessed her with a baby 
boy (1st Samuel 1:11, 
27 ,2). God said he 
would give , you .the 
desires of your heart 
(Psalm 37:4, 5). 2) 
Love means to be 
patient with one anoth-
er. Your husband must 
exercise godly love and 
patience. 3) It sounds 
like you already have 
some children - enjoy 
them! 4) Surrogate 
motherhood 'lS a new 
thing. :;.1 belfeve 'you , 
should study the.word 
of God on this m·atter. 
AIJlis is tOO 4Jiportant a 
New Joy Final Phase State Campaigns 
New Joy Baptist Church will present the 
second and final phase of their State Rally 
Building Fund Campaigns Sunday Feb.3rd. at 
4 p.m. Words of thanks and appreciation are 
in order to our many friends and all persons 
who parted participated in phase 1 on Sunday 
January 20th and making it an over-whelming 
success. Once again we are inviting you to 
share with us the long anti c ipated and 
exciting State Rally victory march this 
Sunday at four o'clock . 
The renown Reverend Dr. Kenneth Ulme r, 
choir and congregation of F ai thful Central 
Baptist Church of Los Angeles will be our 
special guest. Indeed you should b e fore-
warned that Dr. Ulmer is one of America's 
most dynamic preachers , don't miss this 
talented preacher and bible teaching man of 
Forty-Third Anniversary Celebration 
"Reaching In To Reach Out" 
Perris Fifth Street Seventh Day 
Adventist Church 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
February 8th, 9th and 10th, 1991 
• Friday Night Vespers -6 p.m. 
Elder Linton Manier 
"Reaching In To Reach Out" 
Sabbath Morning Program 
• Sabbath School - 9 a.m. 
Pastor William Shirley 
• Divine Worship Service - 11 a.m. 
Pastor Norman Snipes 
• Saturday Night Concert - 7 p.m. 
Featuring: T. Marshall Kelly 
• Sunday Morning Brunch - 11 a.m. 
Elder Earl Canson 
Come join us for a weekend of 
celebration and fellowship. 
300 E Fith Street Perris CA 92370 
RSVP by Sunday, February 3, 1991 
(Call: Mattye Pickens: (714) 943-5601 
or 
Cheri Wilson: (714) 272-4562) 
New Life Missionary 
Baptist Church 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
REV. ELIJAH S. 
SINGLTARY , PASTOR 
SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:30 am . 
Sunday Worship Se rvi ce 
11 :00 am 
Sunday - Children's Church 
11:00 am. 
Monday - Choir R eh earsal 
7:00p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st 
&3rd 
Wednesday Mission 
Meeting 6:01 p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1 :00- 2:00 p.m 
decision to rely upo~fwhat . 
others ~ay. ,,As i>u·are,'p.!Ob:,, 
abl y aware, Sarah gave her 
handmaiden to Abraham for 
a child, but the y suffered 
repe rcussions af terward . 
Do n't try to deal with an 
immediate solution. Look at 
the full picture and pray for 
G od's will (not your hus -
b and's or your own) to be 
done in this matter. 
All in all place your trust 
in God's hands concerning 
this area and surely,,do not 
allow the .devil to destroy _ 
; your existing family with 
fighting and feuding.·' 
If you have a question that 
you would like ans~ered: 
write; Pastor Reginald 
Jwoods';. Life ,,:Ohanging . 
Ministries, P.'o'; BoX9778', ' 
San Bernardino, CA 92427- · 
.9778 . •. % ..... . 
Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist Church 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Giving all honor and glory to 
the God of peace and our Saviour 
Jesus Christ. 
It was truly a blessing to be in 
God's prescribed house of 
worship. Sunday service was a 
very joyous and uplifting 
occasion. 
The deacons lead along with the 
congregation a beautiful praise and 
worship session. Pastor Clarence 
Harris gave responsive reading 
from Matt. 24:15-17 and Romans 
10:16-19. The choir lifter our 
hearts with, "Jesus Will Fix It" by 
Deacon Donnie Harris and "My 
Soul Loves Only You" by Sis 
J oanetta Byam. 
Rev. Earl Carroll gave the 
message beginning in Luke 8:22- Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
25. He said that, "We think 
because we are christians or born again everything should be ea~y. 
that we shouldn't have to suffer. But we have to accept those tnals 
and tribulations. For our father chastises those who he loves. We 
must have trust and faith in God to get us through, for God always 
leaves us a way to escape but we must endure the trials which will 
make us stronger. 
Scriptures from message: St. John 16:33 Psalms 34: 19, 2 Cor. 
11:23-26 Daniel 6:4-15 Closing prayer came from Rev. Ear~ 
Carroll. The congregation fellowshipped with one anoth~r m lo~e. 
Many are the afflictions of the righteous. But the lord dehvers him 
out of them all. 
Psalms 34:19 Amen 
Church Directory 
The Black Voice News 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 9241 1 
. Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
(714) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
5:30 B.T.U. 
· 7:00 Evening Service 
Nursery Services PrQyided 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
887-2138 
Sunday - 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m. 
Wednesday Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
1356 N . Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 · 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Worship Hour 
Temple Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
Greater Faith Missionary Bapt. 
6021 Limonite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside H . Bratton, Pastor 
(714) 788-2500 
Sunday 
11 :00 Sunday School 
12:30 Worship & Praise Service 
Riverside Faith Temple 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors 
(714) 788-0170 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:30 Evening Worship 
Park A venue Baptist Church 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
(714) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
9:20 Round Table Prayer 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Baptist Training Union 
7:30 Evening Worship 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA. 92405 
(714)887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School · 10 a.m. 
"Faith is the substance of things Morning Wor:ship 11 a.m. 
hoped for, the evidence of Wednesday Bible Study/ 
things not seen. " Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. 
Sunday School - 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service - 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Nite Prayer - 6:00 p .m. 
Wed. Nite Bible Study 
6:00 p.m. 
Good News 
Missionary Baptist 
Bobby Bonds Center 
2060 University 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P .0. Box 55743 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor 
(714) 787-8667 
Sunday Services 
9:00 Song Praise Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
Perris 5th Street Seventh Day 
Adventist 
300 E. -Sth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
Pastor Jesse Wilson 
(714) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
4:00 Adventist Youth 
Program 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 682-9810 
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
9:15 - Song Service 
9:30 - Sabbath School 
11 :00 - Church Service 
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services 
Mid-Week Service 
7:00 - Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
7:30 - Friday Evening 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
784-0860 
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight 
Sunday School - 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service '" 11:15 a.m. 
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights 
at 7:30 p.m. & activities for the 
children. 
Friendship Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule: 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11 :00 a.m. 
Monday Mission- 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m. 
Sat. Choir Rehearsal - 1 :30 p.m. 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
18991 Mariposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor 
(714)780-2240 
Sunday Service 
9 Prayer of Consecration 
9:30 Sunday School 
10:45 Devotion & Worship 
5:30 BYPU (1st) 
6 Evening Worship 
St. John Baptist 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
(714) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Evening Service 
Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist . 
5476 34th Street 
Rubidoux, CA 
(714) 684-6480 
Sunday Services 
9:45 Sunday School 
10:45 Morning Worship 
5:00 BTU 
6:00 Evening Worship 
Check the Back 
Page Of this 
Issue For your 
Subscription 
Order For111 
To The Black 
Voice News 
. Page A-7 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Rev. A. Green, Pastor 
(714) 793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
9: 15 A.M. - Church School 
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
5530 34th Street 
·, . Rubidoux, California 
, · Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 686-1580 
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor 
Saturday Services 
9:15 Song Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11 :00 Church Service 
5:00 Adventist Youth Service 
Anticoch Baptist 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Leonard C. Coes Pastor 
(714)688-7872 
Sunday 
9:00 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
Bright Star Missionary 
Baptist Church 
5306 ODEL 
Rubidoux, California 
Sunday School - 9:30 am 
Morning Worship - 11 am 
Evening Worship 7:00 pm 
Wed. Bible Study 6:30 pm 
Pastor K. Solomon 
Williams 
St. Paul A.M.E. Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714)887-1718 
Sunday Worship Service-
11 a.m. 
Sunday School -
9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study-
7p.m. 
,1 16888 Baseline Avenue 
~J Fontana, CA 92336 
~ (714) 899-0777 
~-
~ UNDAY WORSHII' WCATION, 
ET/WANDA HIGH SCHOOL 
13500 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor SERVICE TIMES: 
H allelujah Servic...: .................. 9:00 a.m. 
Catherdral Worship .............. 11:00 a.m. B . . , . 
apt1sm Sernce ....................... 4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana locat1on) 
The Great Family Assembly .. 6:00 p.m. 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
271911th Street 
(714) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship . .. . .. . . .. . 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. .. ..... .. . .. 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship . . ..... . . 11:00 a.m. 
, Prayer and Bible Study 
' Wednesday ........ . .... . .. 6':30 p.m. 
Rev. Washington, Pastor 
Life Changing 
Ministries 
"Bible Teaching Church" 
1168 N. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(714) 381-4885 
(Comer of Watennan and Baseline) 
Pastor Reginald Woods 
Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m . ·' 
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm: 
Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life. 
Community Baptist Church 
Redlands 
937 Clay Street 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11;00 Sunday Worship 
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarci' 
Pastor 
Please Return Your 
Subscription Order 
Blank & Survey 
New Hope Baptist - Perris 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
(714)780-7110 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 684-9160 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
Sunday Service 
Thu·rsday, January 31, 1991 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Togethe~· 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
PRAYERAND 
BIBLE STUDY 
9:30A.M. 
11:00A.M. 
S:OO P.M. 
Wed. 
7:00 P.M. 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
350-9646 
Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M. 
Place Your 
Church Ad In 
The Black Voice 
News For As 
Little As $25 
Per Month 
Come And See M.B. Church 
(Temporary location) 
Creekside Elementary School 
/3563 Heacock St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 91388 ., •; 
(Mailing Address) 
P. 0. Box 8282 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(714) 780-7836 or 780-0226 
Grand Opening 
November 5-26, / 989 
9:30 a.m . . School Of Wisdom 
I 1:00 a.m . . Morning Worship 
Dr. E. Jones -
Pastor from Compton, CA 
.. 
Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr. 
Pastor 
ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E. 
CHURCH 
4009 Locust Street 
(comer of Locust & 10th Street) 
Riverside, California 92501 
Church (714) 689-9406 
Manse. (714) 683-2635 
Sunday School ....... 9:30 A.M. 
Worship Servi~e ..... 11:00 A.M. 
YPD Meeting 
2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon 
Wednesday 
Prayer Meeting .. ... . . 7:00 P .M. 
Bible Study . ..... 7:30-8:30 P .M. 
,~ JOY BAPTIST ClllJ 
~f;Ti (714)787-0678 llcl/ 
Services Held At: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
WORSHIP SERVICES 
SUNDAY: 
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship- 10:15 a.m . . 
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m. 
TUESDAY: 
Prayer Meeting And Bible 
Study - 7:00 p.m. 
"Elleryone l s Welcome" 
Bethel A.M.E. Church 
1626 Baseline A ve. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714) 350-9401 
JI :00 am - Sunday Service 
9.30 am -Sunday School 
7: 30 pm - Prayer Meeting 
6:45 am - Women in Prayer 
(Tuesday) 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
Rev. Paul S. Munford, M. Div., Pastor 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Second Baptist Church 
2991 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 684-7532 
Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt II 
Sunday Services 
Sunday Schooi 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m. 
Children's Church 10:15 a.m. 
Nursery Opened 10:15 a.m. 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. Wednesdays 
~rayer Services 7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
[' 
Community 
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VA L Eilr'0rN E '° that threaten our health and . 
EXHIBITioN .•:-:-:::=::-, )i}t.~:~ :tl· communities COi1ceril about the 
. - .. ~-· ~ . . 
, 1'.heo .~t. \YCl,t}ss Js., quality of air, water, food and . 
celebiati.llgfoit~}{$¢cond ' Janel is steadily;risirig/and,is' now 
~::i;!i~!!;~i~i:· .. ;;~~1:!~a.::r:.i :t;P~,:~:G1~~:~ ..• i 
January> 3l xahrough r compnsed . .. of mdividuals ' 
February i~,-1991:;t;J : ···• •• / interested 'in 'or wofking in the 
The Art Works will environmental health field who 
host a festive reception for promote continuing education of 
the artists arid gallery its members and the public in 
patrons on-··'saturday, " Cl!yironmen~ issues, . "• .. 
February 2, frotn.7 to 9 · .. :for ;more 111formation and an 
p.m. . > • L.. r. ' " 'applkation form, please contact 
. ·•· . ;S , .· Rene AbrahainX714) 387-4639 or 
BIBBS EXHiBiTION <,;, Don Gorrisi at (714) 383~3200'.ry. 
ch!~;;~;;~~Ji,I!ll:u::;'••·!·f· :!1~;~i;:rir~1~;}iil!l}:··~~ i£Ci'.· 
his unique ·arherid~frings . ::cookiis}{TQ' •.  SEND !'gTO : 
during a ) ~nej ' man .. ;;,M_ID,QLE:EAST:T{WOJ~S · ,:; ii··•· 
exhib,ition " entitled, ;[ ,iThe ~'Trpo,p_s if?~ •. Tro(?p~" ,; 
"Beyon<I the Faces," at ,,, program w~ desig!)edso thatGtrl 
Riverside Community '' Sfouts and local'residents can , 
College . Art · '.Gallery ' support. the.·m,en and women 
February 4th-15th. T,he ser:ying in <the ,Persian ,Gulf by · 
opening receptioh wiilithe. ser1ding them Girl Scout cookies. 
artist Js· "scheduled .Gii-J Scouts will be ta.Icing orders 
February/4th J'rQlllA:00 '.for ,','.Troops for j froops'.' till ' ' 
p.m. to-7:00p.ot;if:s '}' " itFebrrtary ( .9. ; thro,ugh' an . 
Riverside Community arrangement with'local. military 
College is Iocare.d at 4800 bases in the area, the cookies will 
Magnolia · c i Avenue, be airlifted in March to · the 
Riverside. For additional Middle East. The cookies will 
information/ call 684- then be distributed uniformly to 
3240 x 548. · · service personnel. 
For those who wish to send 
· .. . ·· '; , ; Girl Scout cookies to specific 
CAMP FIRE SELLS .. •·  individuals 'serving in the Persian 
CANDY . , . .p ' : , Gulf; they should place a regular · 
Camp 'F}ii <. -San cookie order and '. mai( them 
Andreas Cotincil,;a non~ specifically to the individuals. · 
profit cci'-educational "Troops for Troops" orders 
youth organization, will ,, cannot be delivered to specific 
be selling " candy individuals. Girl Scouts will be 
throughout the area from taking ' orders and selling cookies 
January 21 to -February to the general public through 
21, 1991. March 17. Cookies sell for S2.50 
If a C,amp Fire perbox. 
salesperson doesn't come 
to sour area, call the WEST COAST'S .LARGEST 
Camp Fire office at(714) MODEL HOBBY SHOW . · ' 
885-6521. , . ,. The 3rd Annual Los Angles 
FIRST ANNUAL 
SWEETHEART.SWING 
-A SO'S AND 60'S 
DINNER/DANCE 
Thinking about a special 
way to treat your 
sweetheart to Valentines Day? 
Family Service Association of 
Western Riverside County invites 
you to attend the First Annual 
Sweetheart Swing - A'SO's,and 
60's Dinner/Dance,February 9 at 
7 p.m,, held at Riverside 
Model Hobby Show expects to 
attract retailers from throughout 
the West, plus thousands of area 
families when it opens at the Los 
Angles County Fairplex in 
Pomona, California. Ttade 
members only will be admitted on 
Thursday, March 8, 1991. Public 
doors will open from 10:00 a.m. 
to 6:00 p.m., Saturday, March 9, 
and 10:00 a.~. to 5:00 pm., 
Sunday, March 10. In 1990, 
nearly 20,000 people attended the 
Show on public days. 
Community College. The evening PHOTO CONTEST 
will feature a silent auction, EXHIBIT AT PEWHEYM 
dinner, dancing to the music of "Year of the Lifetime Reader" 
the S0's and 60's, and araffle f>hoto Contest entries are on 
drawing for a 19Ql s : " display1 at the N?rman F., 
Sidekick or $7,500.00-cash ,, Feldheym,~entral Library A_rt 
Tickets $50.00per~rs'<>iif ·e · •, Gallery, 555 -:West'6th Street, m 
tickets sold separately' for'SS0.00 ,San Bernardino wni'l F~bruary 2. 
. Amateur photographers were 
each. Only 500raffle1ickets will invited to capture the joy of 
be sold. Call 680:-3706 for ticket 'reading in a contest that was 
reservations . . Family,Scrvice sponsored by the San Bernardino 
Association will give you and .· (City) Library, the Friends of the 
yoursweetheartanightto Library, and the SUN. The 
remember and your support will .· ·.• winners are First Place: Ellis 
help provide me11tal health; child ,Ballard (Grand ,Terrace), "Higher 
care and sen·or se ·,;tit · r .. .,Education;".;Second Place:.Louie/ 
Wes~~·•~iye~i~ij;{f !:J(; .. ·:r· .:•·•,~~~!!tt~J~t;~:~~!' 
. NPR'S · , HORIZONS .Ballard (Giari"c( \ Terrace), 
SALUTES BLACK HISTORY . "Priorities First." In addition to 
MONTH . ) ,)L ··+' ;>, .,. i\',. printing the photos in the SUN,' 
In February; to iionot;;.Blaclc the winners ' received prize 
History Month, ~ational ,Public ; ribbons and a copy iOf the 1991 
Radio (NPR) wiil chronicle the CALENDAil°ON,;~ING. " · 
.~r~~Peii~~ii~£~i~~~~ 
docum~ntary'seri~''ijORIZONS~':,/" A"S;AT. '.[.~r:rr~ptifation" is ' 
with host ;Vertainae Grosvenor. offered on the City Campus O!L 
(Check KVCR · EM%c9i ,9. fot . March 2 ~ .~. M~y 11 fro~ 8:45 broadcast times. y .. Vt ,,. ···· a.m. to 4 p.~. :According ,to 
) · · presenters Ron Jepsen and Joe . 
CEHA OFFERS > $30;' Palic~i.forme~.,students _report 
SCHOLARSHIP > .. ·.· .. · .. TO , score !ncreas~ of_lOOpornts or 
· , · · ··· ·· i . , , more·afteronesession. ·: ' E 
UN' D ER GR.A D Q.A T -E '' , Th , ,, ''""'t -"' ·' $53 ($50 'f 
~f~~liilitiiii~~!Ji~ 
the second annual'C!~ 'fhapter / ll)forma~ion abouJ. t~r,s .A.T. 
,CERA Scholarsh,if ~A: $300 preparat1_on pro~ram, or other 
scholarship will be 'awarded each Commumty Services programs, 
year to an undergraduate student call 684-3240, ext 207 or 208. 
enrolled in a commrirutycollege, FOUR ' AGENCIES TO 
four-year college .or/ university , HOLD YARD SALE . 
locatedjn the Citrus Chapter area 
(Orange, Riv~rside ,, or San ,. Fo~r _R1lihveldrsidCe OCou~ty. 
Bernardino Counties.) :;, . r agenc1es wi . o ... a o- perauve 
. Submitt,ed_. papers ,will b~ .. :,1(Yar~.; ale f'.~bruary 8 and .9. Th~ 
reviewed by the Citrus :cliapter•tyS~le, to be h~ld at the i:~.obby 
CERA St holarship Committee. Bo~ds , _c_~n.tet. > ~c~rne!' ?f 
Papers are to be written pri a topic tP~1v,~~SltY." ~n,g'-1••\,Ka1:1sas 10; 
regarding a publif concem with Rt~erside) ts sponsore~ by ~he 
Environmental Health 'and should- ,Epllepsy Socit:ty. Riverside 
not exceed three (3ftypetfdouble- Hosp~ce; ., "' .· \/,~tckle t C~ll 
spaced pages. The. deadline is . prganizatiO!), ~~d the 1Uv; !'8ide 1 
5:00 P.M. February), 199.l./ ;, .Area R.~pe C.~1s Cent_er. Sale . 
The environmental health field }10UES y.,il~ be 9 J\M-to 2 PM both 
addr~sses en,vvot ~ ~;~,;J a9to~tf::rys, / -·~ ::{:;;11.;l:}\ ;,,;lr·l': ,\-'\:: 
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"Black Artists In View" 
Mother Africa ... vast in size, 
rich in culture, overflowing in 
natural resources, bathed in 
beauty. As wide and diverse as 
the terrain which lines her 
boundaries, so equally varied 
are the talents of the African 
American artists whose 
ancestors hail from her great 
majesty. We expectantly 
watched the emergence of a new 
appreciation for the talents of 
African American artists in the 
1980's. The 1990's will bear 
witness to a virtual explosion in 
the interest, education, and 
acquisition of artwork created 
by African American artists. 
Two such artists whose gifts 
in sculpture are contributing to 
this impending explosion in 
Black art appreciation are 
nationally and internationally 
renowned African American 
sculptors, Tina Allen of Los 
Angeles and Nathaniel Bustion 
of Altadena. 
Tina Allen is probably best 
known for her expressive, life-
like bronze sculptures, 
portraying, as she puts it, 
"images of ourselves," created 
"by ourselves." Allen recalls 
that in her many visits to 
museums and galleries over the 
years, the only ways in which 
she remembers seeing Black 
people portrayed, If they were 
shown at all, were in depressing 
ways. Allen's philosophy is that 
"since bronze lasts 3,000 years, 
fine arts and the materials used 
should be associated with us." 
Allen uses her medium as a 
fonn of celebration to highlight 
"Black youth, mother and child, 
older citizens. and father and 
Nathaniel "Sonny" Bustlon, with one of his Sculptures 
child," which she refers to as "a 
neglected subject." Allen has 
studied art in New York and 
Venice, Italy and has exhibited 
her artwork extensively. Her 
monuments, "table tops." busts 
and posters can be found across 
the world from Italy to Africa. 
Her works have been featured 
on the sets of such television 
shows as "Generations," "A 
Different World," and "227" she 
was commissioned to design the 
"Women of Essence Award" for 
Essence Magazine and the 
Martin Luther King Award 
given by the Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE). 
Black History 
M onth Calender 
RIVERSIDE Artists whose work will be on 
Nathaniel Bustion, "Sonny" 
as he is called by his friends, has 
been labele d an 
"uncompromising artist who 
holds no illusions about his art 
of what art is ." Bustion is a 
graduate of Otis Art Institute 
and has studied at the Belgium 
Antwerp Academy and anended 
several workshops at the Ife 
University in Nigeria. His richly 
unique style of ceramic 
sculpting carries with it a certain 
cultural universality "steeped in 
both traditional African and 
ancient Egyptian, as well as 
many global influences." It has 
been said of Bustion, "His work 
has a space and time all its own, 
but more importantly it 
possesses a feel that compels 
you feet-first into the 
future ... with a rush!" 
Bustion has extensive 
experience in the an of ceramic . 
sculpting, which has led him to 
hold a number of prestigious 
professional and educational 
positions in both California and 
in Nigeria. Bustion has 
exhibited his ceramic sculptures 
in countless major exhibitions 
across America and the world. 
He also has many publications 
to his credit. As one writer put 
it, " Your first encounter with 
Nathaniel Bustion through his 
art leaves you with an 
extraordinarily profound sense 
of beauty. Not beauty in the 
popular sense, the superficial, 
but a deeper inner realization 
that what you have experienced 
is at once a totally revolutionary . 
expression, and yet older than 
time." 
Then coming up over the 
horizon as a "new force to be 
reckoned with" is local sculptor, 
Michael Games. Garnes hails 
from Rancho Cucamonga and is 
one of the Inland Empire's 
own ... with a style of sculpting 
unique to Michael Garnes. 
Garnes' glazed pottery 
sculptures have been exhibited 
throughout the Inland Empire. 
You will be able to see 
sculptures by each of the above 
artists as well as the creations of 
a host of other local and 
nationally renowned African . 
American artists on February 
16, 1991, when the National 
Council of Negro Women, 
Inland Empire Section, presents 
its fifth annual gala art sale, 
"Black Artists In View." Come 
out and meet the artists whose 
works will be represented there. 
All artwork on display will be 
for sale, and the time to buy art 
is now. This is one explosion 
vou don't want to miss!! 
Saturday, February 2 exhibit until Feb. I range in age 
• African American Chamber of from two-and-a-half to five. The 'IRAWO' BY WILLIAM TOLLIVER 
Commerce An Exhibit Riverside An Gallery is at 701 Mt. Ve~on 
Art Museum, 7th Lime, · Ave., off Grant Street, across 
Riverside 6:30 P.M. from the Children's Center. It is 
Saturday, February 9 easily accessible from Parking • 
• 24 Hour "Hair Cut-A-Thon* The Lot 7. Art patrons may visit the 
Hair Place, Riverside 8:30 A.M. _gallery between 10 a.m. and 2.. '' 
• Riverside Area Black·Summit .. ·p.m.,Monday through Fiiday~S'~ ;! 
. Regular Meeting: Riverside Fat th • There is rio'actmission Chllrge/ .• 
Temple Church, Riverside 6:30 • · The pageant is scheduled for 
P.M. Friday, February 1st at 8 p.m. at 
• NAACP4lstAnnualFreedom the National Orange Show.in the 
Fund Awards Banquet, Riverside Renaissance Room. The tickets 
Co_nvention Center (714) 68 are $5 for adults and $3 for 
NAACP students. 
Saturday, February 16 Tickets may be pu'rchased at 
• Riverside Black History Parade AMC Music & Video .I 705 .W 
•rit:~;,:~yo:~ Shi:~~; of :>~!:!~f~:=~;;~;~d°°:r:ll~i;;;; 
'.;Talt:nt.~$5 Adults $3 Swdents • The;Boys and Girl( .u ., 
Ramo~ High Schoof Call ' Pacesetter's Drill.Team and( .. 
:(714)369~1454 for information . Drum Squad is presentingBl~k 
t }Ale~' Haley, renowned African . ilistory,floor conipetitioo'tat '( , . 
,~ii~~1i;r ,-~,;~:f ~ 
l ifiif ii¥ .jl:!~~~5We(d• !\Q 
•·• 1Ensernble will perfonn. ti a:9)._;I!ie'. Bl~kpi~tory P¥ad~'Js: 
• : . , .•.• ··•·• dedicated m the ,memory . of 
i<,, ;:z1gi~ts$~;!1f!e1it~r~~;~~~ \ ·. , ~ ~houl~?:/ ,,.."'::W :~~::; ;;;i:, \ 
' Make'reservations at the Student , • l ', · •·· ,,; , . ... . • ..... . 
'; Affairs office at (714) 824-4510. , .. · ~ednesday~ february :6 ' .. \ :%' ;,;,; 
.S!it.tirday, February 23 ·••·~ · ~<>n Dante~,, Executiye_ i;>irec~pr; 
,e~e=oo,'~;;ti&iiiiti 
/ NA'.ACPRiverside / Moreno ,, ' from ; 12-2, p.µi. ··-and at/C,al Sta!,C 
'\, Valley & NCNW Riverside .. ~8 p.m. in the Sy~ore Roofu -t _ -u 
Blade College Reception m the Lower Commons. Both :::r: z ::x, ms;:m (location to be announced) 5:30 events are sponsored by the 2 z en 
. P:M. "' "' . . African Am·eri~•~n studen\ ~ ~ § 
Saturday, March 2 organizations. ~ ~ t9 
~ 10:00 A.M. PARADE RAIN . ... .. .••· ~ :ii~ 
, ,, DATE · Thursday, February 7 . <,,: :,., ,., .. : 8 ~ 
S~t11rday, March 16 : "F1yers 'in Search of aDieiifu:;i ~ ~ 
:\Ji::f 
' , .. "' 
.:,· ,t , 
·, · ... ,~ 
' ... , 
'• Black History Grand Finale Ball ) s; the (?ntario City Lib~'~¥ain\., ~ ~ tif'.!P:.::f• Jt;~=~r }~ i'" SATURD%J~Bf~t~:11~0J~J 
: ,,,r,,f'.'/ .. , · · · · publicisoordiallymvi~to ;.:_,h/ ~ couNW~~t~t~J:~~~~~+~~ 
:sfN BERNARDINO ' ,,·attend. Forfurtherinfomiatioo ~ ~ 385 N, ARROWHEAD AVE, 
Fri~y,)'~_bruary i ',11!<>~~.~H~) 39l.-'.2~05: Th~M~e \ ~ SAN BERNP.f'1DINO, CALIFORNIA 
,. Oiildren Ex~ Themselves . ; , +Library i~ located~ 2f~.Ea8,!L,:~i !;2 
'f,?~;~~~Yf?lleg€,~ Show ;{' •\~,'.:;!i\'.~~i,~(~eet ,~ dm!:~w~~~,~:1'.'. ~ BL~i~-~1ii~~~~~ 
,:.,_;:~:-·:-;-~~~;  ~-/A~~:: .:;;; .. :1:· · .:::: I -------------------------· 
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...• ci.l f}';'fifiJy, -:~il}.run from February 7th through 
STl:l,DENT,(F4C.PL'I;X f/february 10th'. · . •. 'cc«· !J.Jf'!C~ CO,N9~J!1J l!Ji1:Ht, ,,+•ilt:JJoth. wor~s'.will be produced ir1 
''>%!,'.Dance :1991,~J this ,association with the Gem Theater 
Beverly Todd Hosts "Path To Success" 
,: (•::,::/t·· . :>;,;.;.~:i·.,~· ;.> ' =:.--»· ·_ • ' .; ' ._ ~ , 
yea~/s edition o'fthe annriaL J 2852 Main Street, Garden Grove. · 
Cl!:f.41.>oly S.tg~e~t/Flicnlty. Spec::ial ticket price-SIO; students. Economic Resources Jeffersons"; actress Madge 
Daflce iConbert;FwHLbe . and sr. citizens-$750. For ticket · Corporation (ERC), owners of Sinclair, once known as 'Ernie' 
presentedjn;jthe CaLP~lY;;;\information call (714) 636-7213. f'." ; the only Black-Controlled, of "Trapper John, M.D. ", and 
Uriivers'i'tf\:\Theater :;on'.'. ':. >;: •·· . ·. ·. · :;;.. first-run movie theater in the now a regular on the ABC tele-
r;ebruary· 3J /~efd ¥ar¢~ ·J} . BLACK HISTORY MONT.fl . nation is hosting its Second vision series "Gabriel's Fire"; 
~~\11ii~}~jJ}7~~~~(j!l;~IJ Ifi§~r111f ;~~~11~ 11tif ~il!!E~! ;g · 
ap()[rjpany'o(more ,tha#,~ O:@t, :rhe ·Claremon(Collegesi' • entertamment md~stry s bnght- "Guess Who • s Coming To 
darfoers.a,J.l~rfomui' '. ~r$p()ll.SOringaspecialaddressby est Bla~k st~ will be honored Dinner," and most recently 
oftDillic ' " ' ' - ,, fessionaland,t;omrnuni : .·• by havmg their hand and foot- garnered an Emmy Award for I\~ ~iii~®, l:~·i~fi~1!f ;~;,;; ;:~~ii;1It t~f  ~i; 
thf(1Umr.~~s1ty, , .. i;t!~,!' .: .,, [P_:P1· •'llljJ!'e. auditonum o l Month on Saturday, February 2, and strength for them to 
Pairies ROQrp·:.fTicke~are .,;\ :Um,ariities} Building ,on . ; 1991 at the BHEC in Los achieve the levels of success 
!f ill~l:t,::ttt~tt~~-i ~?:~~~r: [i~it~ [~~~~i~2E~~!~i ::.~::j~·:~:=: fi~ w~ 
$4t00Mwitli' Cai P61y}I.p: 4ia~~i~ r~itati.<>!1 of M!1fll~ Luther, · and Return of the Jedi"; thanks to them for all that they as the gutsy vice principal in 
There ·are a1fo•ctiscouiits i.,;:!<1"s& s •. I ·H~ye a Dream speec.h; . actress/producer Marla Gibbs, have contributed through their "Lean On Me" opposite 
roE:groups ohen oii;rlic5ie}{:'are.sc~~~P1~~Jor t"'.o.,pr_ogram~: : whose is best remembered for individual talents." Morgan Freeman. Other fea-
F . • ,.k· . . · ~"· · ", .• ; ··• ·+•·•,, . ,d· •.••:• , celebrating. cultural d1vers1 ty Fees ... . f f · , or.,uc ~t m,1ormaw:~11;,~ ,,:• 2 ratCraft.oiiHi11sColle e. , '\/~ : her portrayal of housemaid Slated or Mistress o tures include "Baby Boom", 
~eJfi~~~f;tfsiil~fu~%\1:: i ;;tl\ ,i , ir '"· , g ,, '" :] i; .; "Florence", ~n the l?ngru?,ning Ceremonies is veteran per- "Moving" and "Clara's Heart". 
actresses Pam Grier and 
'Stephanie Williams. For more 
information on the "Path To 
Success" event or the Baldwin 
Theater, please call (213) 856-
0827. 
C 
a 
;;, , , Aw , , ,, 6 ,.,, BOOM ··SHAKA TO GIVE- comedy hit series, The former Beverly Todd. Her most Awards will be presented by 
r3. 8000'X. officef~f.I.'t.·.?.1~.'.·!t.i.t.:1~:.r9t1:TfC.ot}cli:RTiEB:16 AT VCR ; ·<;'._: --------------------------------------------1 
, ,, . '\>-{?/' ' , ')7Bo6m Shaka, the critically •iPERFORM FEB.18 AT VCR CONGRESSWOMANJ.!;107~TO . 
BLACK ;ACTOks:, ac,~JaimedJeggae group th~t has,,' : . Gil s~,ott-Her:in; the ~!11etimes SG~EFSFT.EA . vT ... ·E,BNLTAC .. K· ....· .... ',.wf .. ,· ·•,;.;.f ... ··.; . · .··:··•c:•·'•.':.; ..•.',: .u.· ·• · · ·.·.' .•. • . , . L.:··.•.·.: ... ·.·,.'. •. ~'.: .• '.·.r.: .. ,.· ,.r, •. •.'••,:.i .. ;, •.•.t.·.•·: .. : .... ·.• ..·., •. :., 
· · ·:/\··•·· ·:· >•· · : ·::x.:.:e<appeared at-UCR several umes;' •, revolut10nary ,: •;. but · ·. always ·. u1. .. . . : , , TH::-TEi , A< c' \:)< wBl . return to :give a concert at 9 'provocative performing artist, will David Crippens, sehior./yice .• 
ni keA, .ra?~ ou2.·).,,Y1,.ti··. p;m'; Saturday, Feb. 16, in The . appear with ~his ,band Amnesia president of educationij enteJErisesi I 
e 
n 
d 
a 
r 
~ ac ctors •:s.1ueat.er.wu ' ·B·· · Ti k . 8 .- ct E t 9 m Mo da Feb 18 at KCET. , and Con ... gress'w .. '.o ..m.·.·· ... '..a.n .· 
·celebrate;1Bi~ck!Hist&ry t-J; .~-- . ic .. e~ are per persqn,.~ . x:ess a, f· 4190 ~/· A . 
Morith /'with', ' "~tage \'.'.W.dill be avruhlable aht thhe dooArf ?r m:, , Kat onopo Xths, .odf th. 1cagfo ..,,pv~; · Maxine Waters, :willYbe}fthe: 
· ct ' ·,·. ft ,.. ... 1a· ···> a vance l roug t e ncan.. nown as . e g a er o ,., • rea mgs o wo new p ys · ·· . , · . .. . 
in de~elopment . · ·~.;, i:t. ::\: . Jr:ude~t Pro~s office, located m " Scott-!ferpn explores the e~~1re 
i The . Trial ) of> OhesC ;11.1,6.1Vlatkms Hall at µcR. ·. ~pectryJ,T. 8f perSO!')al and'.poliucal 
:Sh , t-S · ht d ,;; '.{g( ':ll' 'i.Established in «1986, Doom Shalca · 1ssues.,w1Lh po_ems, :prose and Wi OJ • . ig M .,c· · ' ri,a~ :: i~{~f.edited with having created musical compositions.:J\dvance .· 
. omanv~. , .~f!l},'.,, ~ ;N' iome ofthe most'innovative tickets.are $10 per-person and 
~
nd16:il,~::~1i:~t; . resg~t :,~Usic . ori~inating t in \, S li~;s,:o/on'Jhe '~y;;of,ihti/iihow .. 
: xp,, .. , ,. , ,. · •·•·••· . , · g ' > :t Southern California. The group's Tickets can be purchased through . 
J3Iac.k duna.feS, will¥ fo1l :t; first album, "Creation," was . Tick~t ,Master and.at the African ih::l~nFe~l d /\t! / )& released in 't987. The group's new · Stude.n.r Progra~s' office) J1~6 
" "~t~txas Jji,{~~:1:;::~ ,is "Freeaom Now.~:· · :a~~ t~~;~tt:~!::0:°f~ 
a compeUmg ~ set m 8 ; ., GIL SCOTT-HERON TO Monopoly's. ·· 
small Texas Town in 1955, KCET EXECUTIVE. 
The best tires 
At the best price 
& the best service [11ifll/""J9,c£] 
·Guaranteecr 
James White, President 
The best prices on the 
best tires with the best ser-
vice guaranteed ? Its all at 
my Goodyear Certified Auto 
Service Centers. 
We will beat anyone's 
price on Goodyear tires and 
our Certified Mechanics will 
have your car ready at the 
time promised or you next 
lube, filter and oil change is 
free. 
So the next time your 
car needs tires service or 
repair - Come see us. 
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc 
r-------~-~-------,r-----------------, I 69 Service includes: I I 15 Offer Includes: I • Replace pads and shoes I $ 95 • Repack bearings on non drive axles I I $ ,88 • Drain oil & replace up to 5 qts/30wt. I 
I • Resurface/drums/rotors I I • FREE • 12 pt. vehicle Inspection I 
I • Inspect calipers, Wheel Cylinders & I I • FREE • 4 tire rotation I I per axe! hydraulics I I ...,, _ _ ..,_ ,_, • Install new tiller 
Brake Special • Adjust and road IHI Lube Oil & Filter • Lubricate chassis I 
~----------~------J~-----------------J 
.. ·;::' ' .. \.·. · .. · 2 LOCATIONS TOSERV'E'YOU.COME SEEUS.TODAV .· '. .. 
' . . . .. : . . ... '•' . . .: ... · ,. ·.. . . ... : ... :. . .· ... . 
3553 Merrill Ave 
Riverside CA 92506 
ASK ABOUT OUR 
NATIONWIDE 
SEVICE WARRANTY 
1-800-69-TIRE1 -~ 11.a!Zl ~ t 
5520 Van Buren Blvd 
Riverside CA 92503 
1-800~69-TIRE2 
Anheuser Busch Riverside/ San Bernardino 
I 
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' Opportunities 
~ Await Minority 
· Business 
Owners With t The RTC 
Success or failure usually lies in the 
difference between seizing 
opponunities or allowing them to pass 
you by. With the recent crisis of the 
Savings and Loan failures across the 
country comes opportunities for some 
as the government legislation has set 
up the REsolution Trust corporation 
(RTC). to sell the assets of the failed 
institutions and clean up their debts. 
' , The government is looking to contract 
with minority and women 
professionals and businesses to help 
them with the awesome task of 
resolving this financial mishap. 
Last fall.the Rev. Jesse:. L. Jackson 
met with RTC officials along with a 
, coalition of African-american and 
other minority businesses owners and 
professionals from across the country 
who felt that the corporation had been 
hiding the opportunities available to 
them through the RTC. As a result of 
their complaints and 
recommendations, a one-day seminar 
in Washington, D.C. sponsored by the 
RTC will tell hundreds of minority 
professionals and businesses how they 
can contract with the largest asset-
holding corporation in the country. 
RTC officials claim that they are 
looking for people who have 
experience in the areas that will deal 
with the management and disposal of 
the assets of the former Savings and 
Loans. Professionals such as lawyers, 
accountants, financial con sultan ts, 
property managers, real estate 
appraisers, environmental specialists, 
etc. are some of the needed expertise 
that the RTC cold use in their 
contracted services. 
The RTC must sell commercial and 
residential propeny, large items such 
as boats, apartment building, shopping 
centers, restaurants, churches and loan 
portfolios to name a few. There are 
over 41,000 properties located across 
the country. 
This seminar, part of the RTC's 
minority outreach effort, will be held 
on February 27th, Wednesday in 
Washington, D.C. at the Sheraton 
Washington Hotel. It will focus on 
"what they have to offer" and "what 
you can do for them." Speakers will 
include L. William Seidman, chainnan 
of the RTC and Rev. Jackson of the 
Rainbow Coalition who will open the 
conference; David Cooke, executive 
director of the RTC and other RTC 
specialists will highlight the 
opportunities available. Discussion 
will include the service required, how 
minority and women-owned 
businesses can become registered 
contractors with the RTC and those 
• 
firms that are registered already will 
be given valuable information as to 
how they can increase their chances of 
, being awarded RTC business. 
There will be hands-on information 
on how to prepare a proposal and how 
: to keep abreast of service requested by 
the RTC. The RTC will explain their 
\ 
, new affordable housing program 
: which can benefit low-to-moderate 
, income individuals seeking home. 
• Not-for-profit organizations seeking 
, properties to rent to low-to-moderate 
; income people and private developers 
' 
, wishing to acquire property for rental 
to low-to-moderate income individuals 
:, will also get the opportunity to benefit 
; from this program. 
: Any and all businesses interested in 
, owning and getting the opportunity 
: first hand-- to won their own financial 
~ institution-- will be provided valuable 
information. The seminar will also 
: instruct you as to how the RTC may 
'1 
,: be instrumental in helping you to 
· ·:: finance the acquisition of financial 
:; institutions as a minority business 
•. owner. People who won minority 
institutions will have the opportunity 
;: to receive information about other 
~: institutions for sale. Groups as well as 
:• individual investors also have the 
•' 
, chance to apply. 
This seminar is of importance 
• 
- because of the economic potential that 
: lies in doing business with one of the 
~ largest property-holding corporations 
: in the world . RTC resources are 
~ approximate ly $ 150 billion for 
.. contracting to dispose of real estate 
: property and loans. 
To request a registration form, you 
• may call 1-800-6624008 or send your 
$60 registration fee in a check or 
~ money order as soon as possible to: 
• RTC; P.O. box 539003; Grand Prairie, 
: TX.; 75053 . Please make checks 
: payable to the Resolution Trust 
• corporation. Fees will include the 
• program, a continental breakfast, 
: coffee breaks and program materials. 
• To cancel, send a letter before the 
program date to the P.O. Box for a full 
: refund. Seats are limited, therefore 
• the sooner you apply, the better. The 
; program is an outreach for African-
: Americans, Hispanic Americans, 
• Asian Americans or Pacific Islanders, 
.. American Indians, Alaskan Natives, 
~ andWomen. 
. .. . ~· 
I PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 30 J THRU TUES., FEI. 5. 
f SOME ITEMS AT REGULAR l'RIQS. 11T Ill ma IIPll1IBTI • PIICII IMITIIII 1M II ... IT Tlllffl a. mm. 
:l'~ LOTTEIIY ncms e AVAILABLE AT ALL ~ CAUFORNIA THRlnY ~ STORES 
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COCA-COLA ICY POINT 
REGULAR OR DIET "RED" SALMON 
=r"°" 169 l'lll1CA 6 12-0Z. CANS 19 14¾-0Z. 
PACK ASSORTED VARIETIES WIIILE STOCKS LASTI 
~~~~?n• HEAil 
995 Wlllll 
14-0I. 
STOCKS 
\,AST! 
ed Oe\icioUS Chocolates. Assort 
-
KODAK 
ALKALINE BATTERIES 
99 EACH l'AOI O.F 4 'AA' 
'C', 'D' or 'AAA', Packs of 2 or 1 9 VOLT, SINGLE PACK ............... 1 
ROYAL 
GELATIN DESSERT 
00 WHILE STOCIIS LASTI 
ASSTD RAYORS 
IL TRI DIAPERS 
FOR HIM OR HER 
SllE PRICE ..................... 699 
lESS MFR's 100 CIONI SAVINGS ........... .. 
• 
ROBITUSSIN 
COUGH FORMULAS 99:tJ 
•DM,l'E, trO 
•l'Nlatrk 
•Nitlit Relief 
:sg! 
: ULTRA DIAPERS 
I FOR HIM OR HER 
Tllis _,..cu .. ,--4 hr,_ ... Nly. I CONSUMII: """ .. ''" Ille _,_ ,.. ....... .. 
•--,..letlllytlie,...in4,-rdlase• .... ... 
1 1-,nl. IITAllB: Wed J11Y letitl-te rmlt, Ille,_ MIN 
l plnlc ...... hr ... -,..rect1w ... --wltl, Ille retell .... ef Ille prNHt INlcelel. c..,. .... 
I .... flmitel If Si.di MC-,....,_ ii NI pn4,,c• 
1 N ,....,, tr If C..,.. is llfll'IM, tnasfwn4 tr ,,_... lly - .... retell .......... ef .. ,rNHt. er if -,. Is tu ... mtrictttl, ,,.....,.. er ,... 
••--,. 
l'nHffltiN -~ willlewt,..,.._ 1 -tfMes ffllN. Cn- ,-YI •J .,,..... tu. Ualt - ,..,.. .. ,-rdlag. Caslt ........ 
I MIN 1/20tli ef • cat. 1.,.._... ,nlilWte4. 5-1......., ,...._ ,..,.. M Dia,-Mt 
'
Dlap•r I.,_., P.O. ha IIOl39, B Pne, Tun 
11511-0139. Ul'IIIS ,...,,_, 5, 1991. 
SEE THE WHITE PAGES OF YOUR TELEPHONE 1001 FOR THE THRIITT OR THRIITT JR. STORE NEAREST YOU 
Ow A._._, Pelley: H •"-Is ..i 4-scrloN •• ..-NI tr• s,.W ,-dine, It-, N ti !lie ,.,.i. price. A special 
,-rdlag ........ NI,..., is• all .... nlft. 0w iltwliN is M NYt fftry w,1111H4 itM ill Si.di .... N -
slithn. Hy-lectl sMn aloNW- at tf-, eihwthe,I Itta--. Ille ..a. ........ tr ..Wu Itta NI arme .. M 
...-~taces. Ille sMn wil iss• t c..t.sy Canl (raaclledl) N ,.._, hr tllt llta MM ,-dlaSt41 •t tllt 
Mlt !Irie•...,..., ......... Tllis Mel NI -,,ly M dNract • ct••••••• Mies tr M special ...,tt..n WNn ei-titltJ 
.. -Hrily llalte4 It ii.di w•hW.. SOIIY NO SAW TO DEALUS. 
DIJC~VER 
TRUST ~ 1 ~ :L,•• .r•r Health Care Partner for OVER 60 YEARS. 
.-
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Classi ied 
.,. ... 
The Black Voice News 
Community Liaison (714)683--4131 
Representative 
$1745 -$2161 approx. INDUSTRIAL SALES 
monthly Fortune 500 Co. seeks 
The Dept. of Community experienced outside sales 
Action is seeking a person for existing San 
dedicated person to Bernardino/Palm Springs 
develop and maintain Territory. Commission 
effective communications Sales/Excellent Benefits 
between the Department Send resumes to: 
and the Community , other , Snap-on Tools Corp 
. human services agencies, 25474 Shawnee 
and the media. Requires 2 . El Toro, CA 92630 
yrs. of specialized public or . EOE 2n /91 
community relations work 
(60 sem/90 qtr. college 
units may be substitute for ASSISTANT 
up to 1 yr of experience). ADMINISTRATIVE 
Apply by friday, February OFFICER 
8, 1991. For detailed FOR GENERAL 
requirements and SERVICE 
application materials, $88,236 annually 
contact: (Plus excellent executive 
Riverside County benefits) 
Personnel Department The County of recruiting 
4080 Lemon Street, Room · for an administrator who is 
109, responsible for 
Riverside CA 92501-3664 implementing 
(714) 275-3500 administrative policies and 
EEO AA M/F/H · procedures for departments 
END/1/21/91 in the General Servire~ 
Group. The position 
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.Call 
(805)687-6000 ext. R-
22077 for current Federal 
list. 
GOVERNMENT 
HOMES From $1 (U 
repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. 
Your area (805) 687-6000 
ext GH-22077 for current 
repo list. 
Employment 
Opportunities 
requires five years of 
management or 
administrative experience 
which included budgeting, 
personnel management and 
planning at a department 
head level or above. Apply 
by February 15, 1991. For 
further information and 
applications contact: 
San Bernardino County 
Human Resources 
157 W. Fifth Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-
0440 (714)387-8304 . 
EOE m/f/h 
CATV CONSTRUCTION 
Growing MSO in San 
ON-CALL NURSE . Bernardino is accepting 
For weekend_s, for hospice applications for a CATV 
h~m~e paue~ts contact: Construction person. 
Riversid~ Ho~ice Successful candidate must 
2060 University be experienced in 
Riverside, CA 92507 
nderground and aerial 
onstruction, have thorough 
nowledgc of G0-95. Be 
blc to read and 
omprchcnd blueprints, 
plice, activate and 
oubleshoot. Only 
ualified, mature and 
otivated people need 
pply. Benefits Apply at 
332 N. E St. 9-4 M-F 
OE 
Personals 
bove All Else To Thine 
wn Self Be True 
Shakespeare's words 
hallenge us to examine o 
nner self and overcome th 
bstacles we place before 
s in our pursuit o 
ntellectual, emotional and 
hysical, gratification. 
Are you a female who i 
entally and physically 
e to yourself? Are you, 
0 - 35 years old, single, 
t:tractive and slim. 
Would you like 
elationship with a single, 
lack, attractive, 31 year 
Id rennasance professional 
an? 
Then send your photo, 
etter and phone number to 
he Black Voice News 
TI; Carl, P.O. Box 1581, 
iverside, CA 92502. 
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Small Business Seminars from page 4 
anyone interested in starting their own 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5 - business or already in business on 
HOME BUSINESS: A good Starting Thursday, February 21, 1991 from 9 
Place Discussion Leader: Jane Sonin a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Inland Empire 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12 - Business Resource Center, 1760 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE & Chicago Ave., Bldg. K-1, Riverside, 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CA. 
Discussion Leader: Tim Hoffman\ This program is cosponsored by 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 the U.S. Small Business 
ESSENTIAL STEPS TO LAUNCH A Administration (SBA), the Inland 
BUSINESS Discussion Leader: Chuck Empire Business Resource Center and 
Perry the Service Corps of Retired 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 Executives. It will cover topics such 
BUSINESS PLAN- ROADMAP TO as marketing, site location, legal 
SUCCESS Discussion Leader: Joe procedures, financing, record keeping 
Mondschein and business planning. 
These programs are sponsored by Pre-registration is required at the 
the Service Corps of Retired Inland Empire Business Resource 
Executives (SCORE), and the Active Center, (714)276-3400. A $15 fee will 
Corps of Executives (ACE). be cllarged for the entire day. 
Special arrangements for the All SBA programs are presented 
handicapped will be made if requested on an equal opportunity basis. 
in advance. Contact the Business Spedal arrangements for the 
Development Division of the Small handicapped will be made if 
Business Administration, (714) 836- requested in advance. Contact the 
2494 two weeks befcxe the event. Business Development Division of 
ONE DAY SEMINAR FOR 
SMAU BUSINESS OWNERS 
A business seminar will be held for 
RIVERSIDE TRANSIT AGENCY 
LEGAL l\"OTICE TO BIDDERS 
Notice is hereby given that scaled bids 
will be recci ved by the 
Riverside Transit Agency (RTA) at 1825 
Third Street. Riverside, CA 
92507, until 2:00 p.m. local time. 
February 15, 1991, and publicly opened and 
read for the following project: 
Removal of one(]) 10,000 gallon fuel 
tank and one (1) 2,000 gallon waste oil tank 
at 
the Small Business Administration, 
(714)836-2494, two weeks before the 
event 
the U.S. De;artment o transportation 
(DOT). 
RIVERSIDE TRANSIT AGENCY 
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS 
N:itice is hereby given that sealed bids 
will be received by the Riverside Transit 
Agency (RTA), 1825 Third Street, 
Riverside, California 92507, until 2:00 p.m. 
local time, February 15, 1991, and publicly 
opened and read for the following item: 
RTA's Perris Facility 
Bad Credit? Bidders will submit their proposal in a 
Learn Exactly How To Fix sealed envelope marked on the outside as 
Four (4) Ponable Electro-Mechanical 
Jacks 
follows: 
our Credit Report - Get "PROPOSAL TO REMOVE 
oans - Credit Cards, etc. UNDERGROUND TANKS" 
mazing Recorded BID #M91-0l-25 
Each bid shall be in accordance with 
essage Reveals Details specifications on file in the lrrA office. 
714)424-3195, ext. 10. There shall be a pre-bid conference at WEDDINGS 9:00 a.m. on february 4, 1991 at RTA's Perris 
--:Don~':"!"t"l"!Hav-•~Ar-Hnome----l Facility (925 "D" street, Perris, CA) to 
Church? review the scope of work and to answer any 
Why Go To Las Vegas? concerns regarding the above mentioned 
Enjoy a high-quality church project. 
service for small or large Copies of these specifications c~ be 
groups at a low co,t Up obtained by contacting Mr. Saul M. Silva. 
to 300 guesh Recept ion Purchasing Manager, al (714) 684-0850. 
hall ovaibble. license The award of contracts for this project is 
VICTORY CHAPEL subject to financial assistance contract between RTA and 884-6105 
Bidders will submit their proposal in a 
sealed envelope marked on the outside as 
follows: 
PORTABLE ELECTRO-MECHANICAL 
JACKS 
BID #M91-0l-25A 
Each bid shall be in accordance with 
spec.fications on file in the RTA Office. 
Copies of these specifications can be 
obtaned by contacting Saul M. Silva. 
Purchasing Manager (714) 684-0850. 
1he award of a contract for the purpose of 
these items is subject to a financial assistance 
contract between RTA and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT). 
end /1/31/91 
"" 
.. 
: 
Thursday, January 31, 1991 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC LIEN SALE 
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned that a 
public lien sale of the following described personal 
property will be held at the hour of 10 a.m., on the 7th 
day of February 1991. The sale wi II be conducted at 
Central Ave. Self Storage, 3399 Central Avenue, 
Riverside, California 92506, County of Riverside, 
State of California. The property is stored by Central ~ • 
Ave. Self Storage, located at 3399 Central Avenue, 
Riverside, California 92506. 
The items to be sold are generally described as 
follows: 
Goethe, Kimberly Anne - B44 - household goods and , 
Medina, Miguel A. V. - B4 - household goods. ' 
This notice is given in accordance with the provisions 
of Section 21700 et. seq. of the Business & 
Professional Code of the State of California. 
/s/ Marshall A. Plumlee 
Manager 
Dated: 1/23/91 
/p/1/24;31, 1991 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
Bids will be received by RCCADV at 2060 Chicago, 
Bldg. C Suite 3, Riverside, California until February 15, 
1991, for renovation work or the emergy shelter. An 
outline of work may be obtained at the aforementioned 
address. 
"This project is Federally financed by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (24 
CFR Part 576) and subject to certain requirements." 
Bids must be submitted to the above address before 
5:00 p.m. on February 15, 1991. No bidder may 
withdraw the bid for a period of sixty (60) days after the · 
date of opening hereof. RCCADV reserves the right to 
reject any and all bids. 
/P/1/24;31,1991 
REQUESTING SUB BIDS - ALL TRADES 
FROM QUALIFIED MBEWBE/DBE 
SUBCONTRACTORS & SUPPLIERS 
Day Creek Channel & Apputenant Improvement 
Rancho Cucamonga CA 
County of San Bernardino 
Ridding: February 1, 1991, 11:00 a.m. 
PCL CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 
(An Equal Opportunity Employer) 
1620 W. Fountainhead Parkway, Suite 290 
Tempe, Arizona 85282 
(602)829-6333-Rapldfax; (602) 829-8252 
General Contractor Intends to seriously negotiate with 
quallned MBE/DBE firms tor project participation. 
Advertisement tor Bids 
Riverside County Coalition or Alternatives 
to Domestic Violence (RCCADV) 
/P/1/24,31,1991 
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There's Excitment in Every Turn! 
~:1 
MERCURY SABLE 
::~~-0 
. ,. 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 
NGESHOW 
. . / 
LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON 
1600 Camino Real 
SAN BERNARDINO 
<714>889-3514 
Se Habla (714) 824-0270 
Espanol 
All prices plus tax. license. doc & smog fees. Alt prices 
include all factory incentives & rebates. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
• OAANGESHOWl>OAO 
00, '°' 10 
.... _. 
No Credit ? First time buyer? l){;I 
\f!:I Credit Problems In The Past ? :{\!:::!; 
ti\ Call us at 393-9331 We can self you a car! l\!!!Ii!!l!\!! 
• • :f\\/ ..................... ' ..... '. ········· .................. ..:.:.·.:·.:.•.:·.;,:.·.::~:.·,:::.::: .·.·.·:·:-:.:.:.:: .. :.:.:::.:::::.:::::.•.: . ::.{.:·.•.·.,.•.,.•.•.·,::.,·;:•:-:-::::::::·::::::::-::::::: :•:::•:•:•· :·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::..,.·::.•:.•;.·:·:.•: ,•,•,•,•=·- .: ::{:(~}?:::::::::=:::::::::::::::··\::,::.:_.,._.,.,:_:, .• ;:,. __ :_._ .:, ; .:. ::: ... _·. ·: ........... ·:.·. _:_·_ .-.=:·.•.·::··':': '. '. :'. :::::::~;:::~::::::::•:::::-:;:::•:;:::-:-:-:::-:::-: . ' 
------,R .···•·•••:::•.·44fio•c ·hi,rio•••it1·1·,•i 1:1•pr&;y,'•c.H·tH.9::;:• 
'\ ~ ~ w~,~~!!;~~~ri~f !!1&l~~f ,,~i~t,i. 
_....,. ........ _ . Documentation' Fees · and Apptoved Credit, Customer . 
. . J<; Reque~t~ opil.e>11s ·•t~.:~xtr•~:. : .? : : : . 
. ::::,:;.;::: \ 
Chino 
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Ford 
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Legals 
' The Black Voice News Page B-4 
T~ursday, January 31, 1991 
MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CERTIFICATED JOB FAIR 
SEEKING APPROX. 200 TEACHERS 
EXTENSIVE ON-SITE INTERVIEWING 
FOR 1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR 
For those who possess or are eligible for one of the following ~redentials by June 1991 
MULTIPLE SUBJECT 
SINGLE SUBJECT 
SPECIALIST IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
ELEMENTARY ONLY: 
\ 
Includes Elementary L.H., R.SP., Bilingual and ESL 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1991 
(LOCATION) 
BOX SPRINGS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
11900 Athens Drive 
MORENO VALLEY, CA 
(60 freeway to Day Street exit, turn left and cross Ironwood to Athens) 
Interviews will be granted only to those candidates with complete application packages 
as follows: 
DISTRICT APPLICATION, 3 LETTERS OF REFERENCE OR COPY OF 
PLACEMENT FILE, COPIES OF TRANSCRIPTS, 
AND COPIES OF TEACHING CREDENTIALS (front and back) 
Complete applications will be accepted by mail until the Wedne-sday prior to the job fair. 
Applications completed after this date must be hand-carried to the job fair by the 
applicant. 
Interested applicants must contact Personnel Services 
(714) 924-9811, ext. 2359, 2863, or 2361 
Lester Johnson 
Associate Superintendent-Personnel Services 
Moreno Valley Unified School District 
25634 Alesandro Boulevard-Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
Call 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. MON-FRI FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, APPLICATION, 
AND INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT PRIOR TO THE JOB FAIR 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity/M-F/Handicapped Employer 
s versa e, a 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) h 
(are) doing business as: 
Glen Avon Village Florist 
9325 Mission Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Harvey Nix 
nty on anuary • 
I hereby certify that this · 
copy h a correct copy or the 
original statement on file In 
my offke. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
tatement does not or Itself Tbls business Is 
uthorlu the use In this state conducted by: an Individual 
Fictitious Business Name In This registrant 
lolatlon or the rights of commenced to transact 
nother under federal, state, business under the fictitious 
r common law (Sec. 14400 business name listed above 
23518 Decorah Road 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
Bobble J, Nix 
Flle No. 910569 
1/24,31,/1./7.14.1991 
23518 Deborah Road FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 NAME STATEMENT 
•• This business Is The Following Person(s) 
conducted by Individuals - Is (Are) Doln2 Business As: 
"husband and wife. Executive Office Care 
This registrant 10424 Brookmead Dr. 
commenced to transact Moreno Valley, CA 92387 
bbslness under the fictitious Jean J. Vlllaluna 
business name or names 10424 Brookmead Dr. 
llst'ed above on NIA. Moreno Valley, CA 92387 
Ip/Harvey Nix This business Is 
The filing of this conducted by: Individuals-
statement docs not or Itself Husband and Wife 
a\lthorlze the use In this state This registrant 
df a fictitious business name commenced to transact 
In violation of the rights of business under the fictitious 
another under federal, state, business under the fictitious 
or common law (sec. 14400 business name or names 
E}. Sec. B & P Code) listed above on January 1, 
• Statement ftled with the 1991. 
c~unty clerk or Riverside IS/Jean J. Vlllaluna 
t. Seq. 8 & P Code) on 1/1/91 
Statement ftled with the /S/ Catherine Charlton 
ounty Clerk or Riverside The filing or this 
ounty on January 22, 1991 statement does not of Itself 
I hereby certify that this authorize the use In this state 
opy Is a correct copy of the or a Fictltlowi Business Name 
rlglnal statement on file In In violation of the rights of 
y office. another under Federal, 
William E. Conerly, State, or common law (Set:. 
ounty Clerk 14400 Et. Seq. B & P Code) 
File No. 910550 Statement filed with the 
/p/1/24,31/2/7,14,1991 County Clerk of Riverside 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
AME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
are) doing business as: 
MAIN PERFORMANCE 
AGAZINE U.S.A. 
9262 Magnolia Ave. Suite 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Catherine Charlton 
5261 Bardwell Ave. 
County on date Indicated by 
file stamp January 22, 1991. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file In 
my office. 
William E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
File No. 910561 
1124,31/2/7,14,1991 
SECTION 1.lOF PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTSADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS 
CITY OF CORONA 815 WEST SIXTH STREET CORONA, CA 91720 
'I. 
! SEPARATE SEALED BIDS FOil THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
IMPROVEMENTS FOR COMM1JNnY FACIUTIES DISTRICT No. 89-1 
CONSISTING OF: 
~ CITY PROJECT No. P.W. • 2 -191 MA.IN STREET CHANNEL 
St:wER TRACI' 25000 
::: WILL IE RECEIVED BY THE Cnv OF CORONA, "OwNER," AT 
:f'HE OFFICE OF THE OWNER, LOCATED AT 815 WEST SIXTH 
STREET, CORONA, CALIFORNIA 91720, UNTIL 10:30 A.M. 
~IIRUARY 19, 1991 AND 1111N AT SAID OJ1111CE ru.UCLY OPENED 
ND READ ALOUD. IF FORWARDED BY MAIL, THE SEALED 
p:NVEI.On: CONJ'AININC 111E BID MIIST H ENCLOSED IN AN0111ER 
~VU.OPE ADDRESSED TO THE 0wNER, 
• .,. THE WORK AND IMPROVEMENTS AR! A111'HORIZED PURSUANT 
TO THE PllOVJSIONS OF TH! COMMUNITY FACILITIES DISTIiier 
Cl' OF 1982 BEING DMSION 2 OF THE GoVDNMINT CODI OF 
~ STATE OF CALIFOljNIA AND SAID PllOJECr WU.L IE Ji'1NANCED 
FURSUANT TO IONDS ISSUED ACCORDING TO THE TERMS AND 
PROVISIONS OF 1111 SAME ACT. 
' , THE CONTRACT l>ocuMENTS AND ADDmONAL INFORMATION 
FOR IIDDERS MAY H EXAMINED AT 111! FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
LYON COMMUNmES, 550 WEST CHASE DRIVE, CORONA, CA 
!t1720, TELEPHONE: (714) 279-2182 
' ~ CHUllCR ENGINEERING, 31764 CASINO DRIVB SUITE 106A LAU 
l:LslNORE, CA 92338 'l'ELEPHONB: (714) 674-2173 
COPIES OF 111E CONTRACI' DocUMENTS MAY BE OBTAINED AT 
THE OFFICFS OF LYON COMM1JNmES, 550 WEST CHASE DRIVE, 
CORONA, CALIFORNIA AT A NONREFUNDABLE FEE OF $100 FOR 
THE FIRST SET AND A FEE OF $25, ALSO NONREFUNDABLE, FOR 
I,ACH ADDITIONAL SIT. AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE OF $10 TO 
COVER WRAPPING, HANDLING AND COST OF POSTAGE FOil EACH 
SET OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS MAILED MUST ACCOMPANY A 
JIEQUEST FOR MAILING. 
. BIDDERS ON nus WORK WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLY Wn'H 
1HE PRESIDENT'S EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 11246 (EQUAL 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE) AS AMENDED, CALIFORNIA 
LIIIOR CODE 1410 ET. SEQ., CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE 1777.6, 
AND IMPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS CONCERNING EQUAL 
dPl'ORTUNnY FOR APnENTICES. 
~ THE CONTRACTOR WILL IE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A 
CEllTIFICATE OF INSURANCE WHICH INDEMNIFIES THE 0wNER AND 
i.tYON COMMUNITIES FOR DAMAGE TO ANY PORTION OF 111E WORK 
IU:SULTINC FROM FIRE, EXPLOSION, HAIL, LIGHTNING, FLOOD, 
'\YATER, VANDALISM, MALICIOUS MISCHIEF, WIND, COLLAPSE, RIOT, 
AIRCIIAFI', OR SMOKE. 
. THE CONTltACl'OR IS ALSO REQUIRED TO OBTAIN INSURANCE 
TO INDEMNIFY THE OWNER FOR ANY DAMAGE TO THE WORK 
C?.AUSED BY EARTHQUAKE AND/oR TIDAL WAVE. SUCH 
D.[TERMINATION WILL IIE MADE AT THE TIME OF AWARD OF THE 
AGREEMENT. (RD'DlENCE SEPARATE BID ITEM). 
Pl.OGRESS PAYM!Nl'S WU.L H MADE TO THE CONTRACl'OR IN 
ACCORDANCE wrrB THE PllOVISJONS OF' THE SPECIFICATIONS AND 
ON ITEMIZED ISl'IMATIS DULY CEllTIF1ED AND APnOVED BY 111E 
ENGINEER SUBMmED IN ACCORDANCE THEREWITH, BASED ON 
IABOR PRECEDING MO!ffll lY THE CONJ'RACl'OR. 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS HAS ASCERTAJND) 1111t GENERAL PllltVAD.ING RATE OF 
na DIEM WAGES AND THE GENERAL RATE ,OR HOLIDAY AND 
OVERTIME WORX IN THE LOCAUIT IN WIDCH THE WORX IS TO BE 
PERFORMED FOR EACH CRAIT OR TYPE OF WORKMEN NEEDED TO 
EXECUTE TIIE CONTRACT OR WORK AS HEREINAFTER SET FORTI! 
(SEE LABOR CODE 1770 ET. SEQ.). COPIES OF RATES ARE ON FILE 
AT THE OFFICE OF THE OWNER, WHICH COPIES SHALL IIE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO ANY INTERESTED PARTY ON REQUEST. THE 
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL _,- A COPY OF SUCH DETERMINATION 
AT EACH JOB SITE. ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE FACT THAT NOT 
LESS THAN THE MINIMUM SALARIES AND WAGES SHALL BE PAID ON 
TIDS PROJECT BY ALL CONTRACl'ORS AND SUIICONTRACl'ORS. 
EACH IIID OR PROPOSAL SHALL BE MADE OUT OR SUIMITfED 
ON A FORM FURNISHED AS PART OF THE CONTRACI' l>ocvMENTS, 
AND MIIST II! ACCOMPANIED BY CASH, A CASHIER'S CHltClt OR A 
CERTIFIED CHECK AMOUNTING TO TEN PERCENT OF THE BID, 
PAYABLE TO THE ORDER or THE CITY OF CORONA, OR BY A 
CORl'ORATE SURETY BID BOND FOR THE AMOUNJ' AND SO PAYABLE 
ON THE FORM FURNISHED AS A PART OF THE CONTRACT 
l>ocvMENTS, THE AMOU!ff SO POSTEi> SHALL H FOIU'Ul'ED TO 
THE 0wNER IF THE BIDDE& DOES NOT, WITHIN 15 DAYS AFl'ER 
WRl1TEN NOTICE THAT THE CONTRACT HAS HEN AWARDED TO 
HIM, ENTER lln'O A CONTRACT WITH THE 0wNER ,OR THE WORX 
AND PROVIDE THE OWNER WITH THE PAYMENT BOND, 
PERFORMANCE BOND, CEllTIJ'ICATES OF INSURANCE AND 
ENDORSEMENTS, AND OTHER REQUIRED DOCUMENTS. 
A PAYMENT BOND (ON THE REQUIRED FORM) IN THE AMOUNT 
OF ONE HUNDRED (100) PERCENT OF THE CONTRACI' PlllCE, AND A 
CONTRACT PERFORMANCE BOND ( ON THE REQUIRED FORM), IN THE 
AMOUNT OF ONE HUNDRED (100) PERCENT or THE CONTRACI' 
PRICE, SHALL BE REQUIRED OF THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER, 
CONTRACTOR MAY, AT HIS SOLE COST AND EXPENSE, 
SUIISTITITTE SECURITIES EQUIVALENT TO ANY MONIES WITHHELD 
BY TIIE OWNER TO ENSURE PERFORMANCE UNDER THE CONTJlACT. 
SUCH SECURITIES SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE OWNER OF 
WITH A STATE OR FEDEllALLY CHARTERED BANK AS ESCROW AGENT 
WHO SHALL PAY SUCH MONIES TO THE CONTRACTOR UPON 
SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF THE CONTRACT. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL BE THE BENEFICIAL OWNER OF ANY 
SECURITIES SUBSTITUTED FOR MONIES WITHHELD AND SHALL 
RECEIVE ANY INTEREST THEREON. SECURITIES ELIGIBLE FOR 
SUBSTITUTION SHALL INCLUDE THOSE LISTED IN GOVERNMENT 
CODE SECTION 16430 Oil IANX OR SAVINGS AND LOAN 
CERTIFICATES OF DEl'OSIT. 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 6707 OF THE CALIFORNIA LABOR 
CODE, THE COST OF SHEETING, SHORING BRACING OF TRENCHES 
SHALL CONSTITUTE A SEPARATE IIID ITEM UNDER THESE 
CONTRACT DoCUMENTS. 
No BID WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM A CONTRACJ'OR WHO IS NOT 
LICENSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 9, 
DIVISION III, SECTION 7000 THROUGH 7145 OF THE BUSINESS AND 
PROFESSIONS CODE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ON Tl!E DATE 
AND AT TIIE TIME OF SUBMrrfAL OF THE IIID. A CLASS "A" STATE 
CONTRACTOR'S LICENSE IS REQUIRED. 
THE OWNER RESERVES THE RICKI' TO REJECT ANY AND ALL 
BIDS, AND TO WAIVE INFORMALITIES, IRREGULARITIES AND 
D!Ji'ECl'S IN ANY BID OR TO AWARD TIIE CONTRACI' TO OTHER 
THAN LOWEST BIDDEJt, 
DIEDRE' LINGENFELTER 
CrrvCLDX 
Crrv M CORONA 
/p/1/24~1, 1991 
I I 
ooc8J~f1"~~ xhVtiffi~f~1tM¥1loR 
BIDS 
City of Corona 815 West Sixth Street Corona, CA 91720 
Separate sealed Bids ror the construction of improvements 
ror Community Facilities District No. 89·1 consisting of: 
City Project No. P. W. • 1 -191 
Street Improvemerits, Curb, Gutter, and A/C 
ror 
Trad 25000-1 
will be received by the City of Corona, ''Owner," al the office 
or the Owner, localed at 815 West Sixth Street, Corona, 
California 91720, untll 10:30 a.m. February 19, 1991 and then • t 
said office publicly op1.<ned and read aloud. Ifforwarded by 
mall, the sealed envelope containing the Bid must be endosed In 
another envelope addreSSed to the Owner. 
The work and Improvements are authorlud pursuant to the 
provisions of the Community Facilities District Act or 1982 beln11 
Division 2 or the Government Code or the State of California 
and said project will be flnanced pvnuant to bonds Issued 
according to the terms and provisions of the same act. 
The Contract Doc.aments and additional Information for 
bidders may be examlned at the following locations: 
Lyon Communities 
5.50 West Chase Drive 
Corona, CA 91720 
Telephone: (714) 279-2182 
Church Engineering 
31764 Casino Drive 
Suite 106A 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92330 
Telephone: (714) 674-2173 
Coples of the Con tract Documents may be obtained at the 
offices of Lyon Communities, 5.50 West Chase Drive, Corona, 
California at a nonrel'undable fee of $100 for the nrst set and a 
fee of $25, also nonrel'undable, for each additional set An 
addition al charge of $10 to cover wrapping, handling and cost of 
postage for each set of Contract Documents mailed must 
accompany a request for mailing. 
Bidders on this Work will be required to comply with the 
President's Executive Order No. 11246 (Equal Employment 
Opportunity clause) as amended, California Labor Code 1410 
eL seq., California Labor Code 1777.6, and lmplementary 
regulations concerning equal opportunity for Apprentices. 
The Contractor will be required to submit a certiflcate of 
Insurance which indemnifies the Owner and Lyon Communities 
for damage to any portion of the work resulting from fire, 
explosion, hall, lightning, flood, water, vandalism, malicious 
mischief, wind, collapse, riot, aircraft, or smoke. 
The Contractor Is also required to obtain Insurance to 
Indemnify the Owner for any damage to the wortt caused by 
earthquake and/or tidal wave. Such detennlnallon will be made 
at the time of award of the Agreement. (Reference separate Bid 
Item). 
Progress payments will be made to the Contractor In 
accordance with the provisions of the Specifications and on 
Itemized estimates duly certified and approved by the Engineer 
I 
submitted In accordance therewith, based on labor preceding 
month by the Contractor. 
The Director of the Department of Industrial Relations has 
ascertained the general prevailing rate of per diem wages and 
the general rate for holiday and overtime work In the locality in 
which the work Is to be performed for each craft or type cl 
worttmen needed to execute the Contract or Work as hereinafter 
set forth (see Labor Code 1770 et. seq.). Coples of rates are on 
file at the office of the Owner, which copies shall be made 
available to any Interested party on request. The successful 
Bidder shall post a copy of such determination at each job site. 
Attention Is called to the fact that not less than the minimum 
salaries and wages shall be paid on this Project by all 
Contractors and Subcontractors. 
Each bid or Proposal shall be made out or submitted on a 
form furnished as part or the Contract Documents, and must be 
accompanied by cash, a cashier's check or a certlfled check 
amounting to ten percent of the Bid, payable to the order of the 
City or Corona, or by a corporate surety Bid Bond for the 
amount and so payable on the form furnished as a part of the 
Contract Documents. The amount so posted shall be forfeited to 
the Owner If the Bidder does not, within IS days after wrtuen 
notJce that the Contract has been awarded to him, enter Into a 
contract with the Owner for the work and provide the Owner 
with the payment bond, performance bond, certificates of 
lnsunnce and endorsements, and other required doaameats. 
A payment bond (on the required form) In the amount of one 
llundred (100) percent or the contract price, and a contract 
perfonnance bond (on the required form), In the amount of one 
llundred (100) percent or the contract price, shall be required or 
the successful Bidder. 
Contractor may, at his sole cost and expense, substitute 
,ecuritles equivalent to any monies withheld by the Owner to 
ensure performance under the contract. Such securities shall be 
deposited with the Owner of with a state or federally chartered 
bank as escrow agent who shall pay such monies to the 
Contractor upon satisfactory completion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the beneficial owner of any securities 
substituted for monies withheld and shall receive any lnteteSt 
thereon. Securities eligible for substitution shall Include those 
listed in Government Code Section 16430 or bank or savings and 
loan certificates of deposit. 
Pursuant to Section 6707 of the California Labor Code, the 
cost of sheeting, shoring bracing of trenches shall constitute a 
separate bid Item under these Contract Documents. 
No bid wlll be accepted from a Contractor who Is not 
licensed In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 9, Division 
III, Section 7000 through 7145 of the Business and Professions 
Code of the State or California on the date and at the time of 
submittal of the bid. A class "A" State Contractor's license Is 
required, 
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all Bids, and 
to waive Informalities, Irregularities and defects in any Bid or to 
award the Contract to other than lowest bidder. 
Diedre' Lingenfelter 
City Clerk 
City of Corona 
/p/1/24~1. 1991 
I I I 
SECTION 1.1 OF PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTS ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS 
City of Corona 815 West Slllth Street Corona, CA 91720 
Separate sealed Bids for the construction of lmprovemet 
for Community Facilities District No. 89-1 consisting of: 
City Project No. P.W. • 3 -191 
R.C.B's and Vertical Wall Channel at 
Chase Drive, Foothill Parkway, and Upper Drive 
Tract 25000 
will be received by the City of Corona, "Owner," at the off 
of the Owner, located at 815 West Sixth Street, Coro~ 
California 91720. until 10:30 Lm. February 19, 1991 and then 
said office publicly opened and read • loud. If forwarded by 
mall, the sealed envelope containing the Bid must be encklsed In 
another envelope addressed to the Owner. 
The work and Improvements • re authorized pursuant to the 
provisions or the Community Fadlltles District Act of 1982 being 
Division 2 or the Government Code of the State of California 
and said project will be financed pursuant to bonds Issued 
according to the terms and provisions or the same act. 
The Contract Documents and additional Information for 
bidders may be examined at the following locations: 
Lyon Communities, 550 West Chase Drive, Corona, CA 
91720, Telephone: (714) 279-2182 
Church Engineering, 31764 Casino Drive, Suite 106A, Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92330, Telephone: (714) 674-2173 
Coples of the Co'lltract Documents may be obtained at the 
offices of Lyon Communities, 550 West Chase Drive, Corona, 
California at a nonrefundable ree or $100 for the first set and a 
fee of $25, also nonrefundable, for each additional set. An 
additional charge of $10 to cover wrapping, handling and cost of 
postage for each set of Contract Documents malled must 
accompany a request for mailing. 
Bidders on this Work will be required to comply with the 
President's Executive Order No. 11246 (Equal Employment 
Opportunity clause) as amended, California Labor Code 1410 
et, seq., California Labor Code 1777.6, and lmplementary 
reaulatlons concerning equal opportunity for Apprentices. 
The Contractor will be required to submit a cerliflcate or 
Insurance which Indemnifies the Owner and Lyon Communities 
for damage to any portion of the :work resulting from fire, 
explosion, hail, lightning, flood, water, vandalism, malicious 
mischief, wind, collapse, riot, aircraft, or smoke. 
The Contractor Is also required to obtain Insurance to 
Indemnify the Owner for any damage to the work caused by 
earthquake and/or tidal wave. Such determination will be made 
at the time of award of the Aveement (Reference separate Bid 
ltmi), 
Progress payments will be made to the Contractor In 
accordance with the provisions of the Specifications and on 
ltanlud estimates duly certifled and approved by the Engineer 
submitted in accordance therewith, based on labor preceding 
month by the Contractor. 
TIie Director of the Department at Industrial Relations hu 
ucertalned the general prevailing rate of per diem wages and 
1'1C:IT1'10US HUSINKSS International 
NAME STATEMENT 1450 University Ave. Suite 
The following person(s) Is 520 
are) doing business as: 
Spectrum of Hair 
Technology 
6756 Brockton 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Nonna Cheney 
2768 Troplcana Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business Is 
conducted by an Individual. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Thelma M. Rogues 
3005 S. La Cadena Dr. #1 
Colton, CA ,2324 
James B. Dunnigan 
1873 E. Jay St. 
Ontario, CA 
This business Is conducted 
by co-partners. 
The registrant commenced tc 
transact business under the 
This registrant 
commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious 
business name or names 
listed above. NIA. fictitious business name or 
ls/Norma Cheney names listed above on Jan. 
The filing of this 17, 1991. 
statement does not of Itself /s/fhelma M. Rogues 
authorize the use In this state 
or a nctltlous business name The ming of this statement 
n violation of the rights or does not of Itself authorize 
another under federal, state, the use I this state of a 
or common law (sec. 14400 fictitious business name In 
et. seq. b & P code) I I ti fth I hts f 
Statement filed with v O a on ° e r g 0 
county clerk of Riverside another under federal, state, 
County on January 14, 1991. or common law (sec. 14400 
WOiiam E. Conerly, Et. Seq. B & P Code) 
County Clerk Statement ffled with the 
File No. 910363 l of RI Id 
1117,24,3l,2l7,1991 county c erk vers e County on Jan. 23, 1991. 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
United Believers 
I hereby certify that this 
copy Is a correct copy or tbe 
original statement on ftle In 
myoffke. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
the general rate for holiday and overtime wortt In the locality in 
which thiz wwk ls to be performed for each craft or type ot 
workmen needed to execute the Contract or Wortt as hereinafter 
let for111 (see Labor Code 1770 et. seq.). Copies~ rates are on 
file at the office of the Owner, which copies shall be made 
available to any Interested party on request. The successful 
Bidder shall post a copy of such determlnatloli at eadi Job site. 
Attention Is called to the fact that not less than the mlnlm•m 
salaries and wages shall be paid on this Project by all 
Contractors and Subcontracton. 
Eacti bid or Proposal shall be made out or •bftlltted on• 
form fumllhed as part of the Contract Documenta, and must be 
accompanied by cash, a cashier's check or a certified check 
amountl•g to te percent of the Bid, payable to lite order at the 
City of Corona, or by a corporate surety Bid Bond for tlle 
amount and so payable on the form furnished as a part (I the 
Contract Documents. The amount so pOllted shall be fotfelt.ed to 
the Owner If the Bidder does not, within 15 days after written 
nGdce that the Contract llas been awarded to him, enter Into a 
contract with the Owner for the work and provide tlte Owner 
with the payment bond, performance bo• d, certificates of 
Insurance and endorsements, and other required documents. 
• A payment bond (oa the required form) In the amc,unt of one 
hundred (100) percent of the contract price, and a contract 
perfonnance bond (on the required form), In the amount ol one 
hundred (100) percent of the contract price, shall be required of 
the successful Bidder. 
Contractor may, at his sole cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any monies withheld by the Owner to 
ensure performance under the contract. Such securities shall be 
deposited with the Owner of with a state or federally chartered 
bank as escrow agent who shall pay such monies to the 
Contractor upon satisfactory completion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the beneflclal owner of any securities 
substituted for monies withheld and shall receive any Interest 
thereon. Securities eligible for substitution shall lndude those 
listed In Government Code Section 16430 or bank or savings and 
loan certificates of deposit. 
Pursuant to Section 6707 of the California Labor Code, the 
cost or sheeting, shoring bracing of trenches shall constitute a 
separate bid Item under these Contract Documents. 
No bid will be accepted from a Contractor who Is not 
licensed In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 9, Division 
III, Section 7000 through 7145 of the Business and Professions 
Code of the State or California on the date and at the time of 
submittal of the bid. A class "A" State Contractor's license Is 
required. 
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all Bids, and 
to waive lnfonnalltles, Irregularities and defects In any Bid or to 
award the Contract to other than lowest bidder. 
Diedre' Lingenfelter City Clerk City of Corona /p/1/24~1, 
1991 
lt'lle No. 910595 
/p/1124, J1, 2n, 14, 1991 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
lsabel Arteaga 
5009 Golden Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
an Individual. The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: This registrant commenced 
Dreams Out Of Africa to transact business under 
Riverside, CA 92507 the fictitious business name 
Nelma All or names listed above on 
This business Is conducted by 1211985 
• Corporation. 
The date this registrant ls/Isabel Arteaga 
commenced to transact business The filing of this statement 
under the fictitious business docs not of Itself authorize 
name or names listed above is the use In this state of a 
not available. 
/s/NeimaAII 
The filing or this statement 
does not or itself authorize the 
fictitious business name In 
violation of the right of 
another under federal, state, 
or common law (sec. 14400 
et. seq. b & p code). 
Statement filed with the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name In violation of the 
rights at another under federal, 
state, or common law (Sec. 
14400 Et. Seq. B & p Code) county clerk of Riverside 
I hereby certify that this copy County on January 28, 1991. 
Is a correct copy of the original I hereby certify that this 
statement on file In my office. copy Is a correct copy or the 
Will.lam E. Conerly, 
County Clerk original statement on file In 
Ale No. 909638 my office. 
/p/1/17,24~1,217/1991 William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
Tbe following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
Golden Rule Realty 
5009 Golden Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
B. Herman, deputy 
File No. 910705 
/p/l/31,ln,14,21,1991 
I 
